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BACKGROUND 

On January 10, 1984, the Parties exchanged their initial 
proposals on matters to be included in an initial collective 
bargaining agreement. Thereafter, the Parties met on three 
occasions in efforts to reach an accord on a new collective 
bargaining agreement. On April 9, 1984, the Union filed the 
instant petition requesting that the Commission initiate Media- 
tion/Arbitration pursuant to Section 111.70(4)(cm)b of the 
Municipal Employment Relations Act. On June 5, June 30 and 
September 10, 1984, a member of the Commission's staff con- 
ducted an investigation, which reflected that the Parties were 
deadlocked in their negotiations. By March 7, 1985, the Part- 
ies submitted to the Investigator their final offers, and 
thereupon the Investigator notified the Parties that the in- 
vestigation was closed. The Investigator has advised the Com- 
mission that the Parties remain at impasse. 

The Parties were ordered to select a Mediator/Arbitrator 
and the undersigned was selected. The Commission appointed the 
undersigned March 28, 1985. On April 11, the Parties agreed on 
July 9, 1985 for Mediation. On April 29, 1985, they also 
agreed that if Arbitration was necessary, it would be conducted 
on August 9, 1985. 

The Parties met on July 9, 1985, and no issues were 
resolved. Accordingly, the Arbitrator advised the Parties to 
appear at an Arbitration hearing on August 9, 1985 to present 
evidence. 

On August 2, 1985, the Arbitrator received a subpoena 
duces tecum from the Employer. They requested it be served on 
Robert Lyons, Executive Director of Council 40, AFSCME. The 
subpoena demanded that he appear, and bring with him, certain 
documents to the Arbitration hearing scheduled for August 9, 
1985. The subpoena related to the issue of fair share, which 
was one of the issues at dispute in the proceeding before the 
Arbitrator. More specifically, the documents requested related 
to any procedure for determining the proper amount of a fair 
share payment and a proper procedure for collecting a fair 
share payment from dissenting non-members. 
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The subpoena was signed and returned to the Employer on 
August 5, and served on August 6. On August 7, the matter was 
orally argued in a conference telephone call between the Arbi- 
trator and the Parties' attorneys. The Parties, absent the 
Arbitrator and at his request, continued to discuss the matter. 
An understanding was reached thereafter, and the Parties ad- 
vised the Arbitrator of the arrangements in separate phone 
conversations on Thursday, August 8, 1985. 

The arrangement was to conduct the Arbitration hearing, 
as originally scheduled on August 9, 1985. It was agreed 
either Party was free to present testimony on fair share -- 
subject to objection. The Union was free to file a motion to 
quash the subpoena and both Parties were extended the right to 
file briefs and reply briefs in support or opposition of the 
motion. The principal briefs were due August 16, and reply 
hri.cEs were due August 23, 1985. It was Iurthcr agreed that at 
the conclusion of the hearing on August 9, 1985, the record 
would be closed, except for that evidence under subpoena that 
may be compelled by the Arbitrator, and evidence which it was 
agreed at the hearing could be submitted as delayed exhibits by 
August 16. It was also agreed that all exhibits were being 
accepted into evidence subject to verification. 

On August 16, 1985, the Union submitted several delayed 
exhibits and took exception to the accuracy of several County 
exhibits and made some corrections in their exhibits. On 
August 27, 1985, the County responded to the Union's letter and 
ul~lcrccl :,cvct-‘11 currccLiolls. 'I'll12 Ullion rcs;w~vlcd "~1 ScpLcmbcr 
23, 1985. 

On September 9, 1985, the Arbitrator granted the Union's 
motion to quash the subpoena. Thus, the record was closed as 
of that date with the exception of corrections. 

The Pat-tics lwcl agreed to submit bricCs 30 days aEtcr 
receipt of the transcript which was received August 23, 1985. 
On September 18, 1985, the Arbitrator was advised of a revised 
briefing scheduled. They were now, by agreement of the Part- 
ies, due October 7, 1985. On September 26, 1985, the Union 
offered minor corrections to the transcript. On October 3, 
1985, the due date for briefs was changed to October 11, 1985. 
On October 10 1985, the due date was changed to October 28, 
1985. The briefs were submitted on that date and exchanged by 
the Arbitrator on October 30, 1985. Reply briefs were due 
November 22, 1985. On November 18, 1985, the due date for 
reply briefs was changed to December 13, 1985. They were 
exchanged on that date. On December 23, 1985, the Union took 
exception to a reference in the Employer's brief concerning an 
exhibit they had not received and a reference to an Arbitration 
decision cited by the County. They were requesting the record 
be reopened to respond to this exhibit and the Arbitration 
decision. The County responded on December 30, 1985. The 
Union replied on January 2, 1986. The Arbitrator responded on 
February 18, 1986, indicating the record would not be reopened 
unless necessary. 

The following award is based on the relevant statutory 
criteria, the evidence and the arguments of the Parties. 

II. INDIVIDUAL ISSUES -- CONTENTIONS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Introduction 

As noted in the background, this case involves the Arbi- 
tration of a bargaining impasse between the Parties involving a 
first time contract. The unit is a professional unit covering 
full-time and part-time Social Workers, Nurses and Attorneys. 
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The total bargaining unit consists of 35 employees. The exact 
configuration of this unit is 20 Social Workers, 2 Assistant 
District ALtorncys and 11 Nurses. There arc 20 Lull-time; the 
rcsl- work Ipart-time -- some more than half-time, some less than 
hill C-time. 

In their final offers, both Parties agree that the dura- 
tion of the first contract should be January 1, 1984 to Decem- 
ber 31, 1985. Beyond this, virtually everything else is dis- 
puted. There are no stipulations of agreement and the final 
offers consist of entire contracts. The Union's final offer is 
17 pages in length and the Employer's final offer is 24 pages 
in length. There are a few items in each of the proposed 
contracts which are identical, but as noted for the most part, 
everything is at dispute. 

Additionally, as could be expected based on the breadth 
of the unresolved issues, the exhibits and the arguments pre- 
sented by the Parties is voluminous. It is easier to measure 
the volume of exhibits in inches than pages, and between the 
two Parties, there is nearly 225 pages of argument in the form 
of briefs and reply briefs. 

In view of the state of the record, the Arbitrator will 
walk through each issue one at a time, stating a succinct 
summary of the extensive arguments of each Party on that issue, 
and subsequently discussing each proposal on that particular 
issue. A preference will also be stated. After evaluating the 
individual proposals, the proposals, as a whole, will be eval- 
uated. 

B. Ancillary Issues 

1. Comparables - 
a. The Union. The Union proposes that in the context of 

statutory criteria - -1 the external comparables should be as 
follows: 

Columbia County 
Crawford County 
Dane County 
Green County 
Iowa County 
Lacrosse County 
Lafayette County 
Sauk County 
Richland County 
Vernon County 

1. 7. Factors considered. In making any decision under 
the arbitration procedures authorized by this subsection, the 
Mediator/Arbitrator shall give weight to the following factors: 

a. 
b. 

The lawful authority of the municipal employer. 
Stipulations of the parties. 

C. The interests and welfare of the public and the 
financial ability of the unit of government to 
meet the costs of any proposed settlement. 

d. Comparison of wages, hours and conditions of 
employment of the municipal employees involved 
in the arbitration proceedings with the wages, 
hours and conditions of employment of other 
employees performing similar services and with 
other employees generally in public employment 
in the same community and in comparable communi- 
ties and in private employment in the same 
community and in comparable communities. 
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It is their opinion that in determining the basis for reason- 
IIPIC co~KlLLi.“ll:. III- CIII,~I<lyIIII~III ) I IIC’ i>t’i~lci~tIc c1.i Let-I;8 III~:~L Ix 

how other professional employees in municipal employment are 
treated. Thus, they concentrate on these municipal employers 
which they believe to be comparable, based on "traditional 
consideration" developed in Arbitration case law. 

The Union relies on these nine counties principally in 
connection with Social Workers, since within the comparable 
group, all Social Workers are unionized. However, Nurses are 
unionized in only two counties and none of the Assistant Dist- 
rict Attorneys are unionized. Thus in terms of analyzing the 
Attorney group, they rely on an additional comparable -- Dane 
County -- who maintains a bargaining relationship with its 
Assistant District Attorneys. Regarding the Nurses, they note 
that Arbitrators have generally concluded that employees in 
non-union settings are not strongly comparable with their 
unionized counterparts. However, in this case, in their opi- 
nion, the problems associated with the lack of unionization 
among Public Nurses and Attorneys in this region can be over- 
come in this case, because within each comparable county the 
conditions of employment among the "non-union" Nurses and At- 
torneys are virtually identical with the unionized Social Work- 
crs. Moreover, the conditions of employment 01 cmployecs in 
this bargaining unit are so inferior to even their unrepresent- 
ed counterparts, that the distinction between Union and unrep- 
resented status is blurred. Thus, they concentrate on Social 
Workers for their comparative analysis. 

In terms of rebuttal to the Employer's selection of 
comparables, the Union notes that none of the employing units 
offers contain Social Workers, Attorneys or Nurses -- or any 
professional employees (with the exception of Richland County 
Social Workers and one page from the professional unit of 
Social Workers employed by the State of Wisconsin). Thus, the 
occupations of workers in the Employer's group of comparables 
are performing dissimilar task. Moreover, Clayton County Iowa 
should be reiected because it is out-of-state. In this regard, 
they cite Arbitrator Richard J. Miller in 
Decision No. 20765-A and Arbitrator Richar 
Hudson, Decision No. 18526-A and 
Croix County, Decision No. 18491-A. 

Footnote 1 continued: 

e. The average consumer prices for goods and 
services, commonly known as the cost-of-living. 

f. The overall compensation presently received by 
the municipal employees, including direct wage 
comp~satio~~, vacation, holidays, and cxcuscd 
time, insurance and pensions, medical and hospi- 
talization benefits, the continuity and stability 
of employment, and all other beneifts received. 

g. Changes in any of the foregoing circumstances 
during the pendancy of the arbitration 
proceedings. 

h. Such other factors, not confined to the fore- 
going, which are normally or traditionally taken 
into consideration in the determination of wages, 
hours and conditions of employment through 
voluntary collective bargaining, mediation, 
fact-finding, arbitration or otherwise between 
the parties, in the public service or in private 
employment. 
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1n terms of internal comparables, the Union offers the 
~OllowLng. First, they noLc that the County has entcrcd into 
only one other collective bargaining arrangement with a group 
of employees -- the Sheriff's Department. Because of this, it 
should not set a pattern. 

b. The Employer. The County proposes the following as 
comparables: 

The Unified Board of Grant and Iowa Counties 
Clayton County, Town 
Loudspeaker Component Corporation of Grant County 
Grant County Sheriff's Department 
Unrepresented Grant County employees 

They also present evidence concerning the following: 

Richland County 
City of Waupaca 
City of Mineral Point 
City of Lancaster 
Stoughton Area School District 
City of Middleton 
State of Wisconsin 
Research Products 

The Employer believes these comparables to be most appropriate 
because they exist in the same setting in which the taxpayers 
and the Employer functions. In so far as the Unified Board, 
the Employer believes they are the most comparable employer 
because of their geographic and economic overlap. Clayton 
County, Iowa is comparable in their mind because it is directly 
across the Mississippi River from Grant County, and directly 
north of Dubuque County in Iowa, where a sizable number of 
Grant County citizens commute. Loudspeaker Component Corpora- 
tion is comparable because it exists in Grant County and also 
negotiated a first time contract in 1984. 

In terms of rebuttal, the Employer offers the following 
regarding the Union's proposed comparables. First, they state 
that none of the units in those counties are comparable to the 
professional unit in Grant County because everyone has been 
~llvolvcd in coLLecLLvc bal-gaillillg aud Lhc nlcdiaLiul~/~rbiL~uLiull 
process for many years. Their position implies that first time 
contracts can only be compared to first time contracts. They 
believe first time contracts are limited in scope, and that 
language should develop as the result of voluntary collective 
bargaining, not be imposed by an Arbitrator in a first time 
contract. They cite Arbitrator Krinsky in School District of 
IiarrUII) Decisioll No. 16276-A. As such, lonmting contr;lcth 
are not comparable because they have gone through a historical 
give-and-take process and were not the product of one negotia- 
tion. 

Another reason the Union's comparables should be rejcct- 
ed, is that Grant County's economic crisis is not comparable to 
the Union's counties proposed as comparables. In terms of 
documenting this crisis, they note statistics concerning tax 
delinquencies, declining land values, average weekly wages and 
business closing. Based on their analysis of these statistics, 
they believe Grant County is distinguished from those counties 
utilized by the Union. 

C. Discussion. It is the opinion of the Arbitrator that 
neither Party puts forth a fully reasonable set of comparables. 
However, the Union's set of comparables is much closer to the 
mark than the Employer's set of comparables. 
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The Employer argues that the counties proposed as compar- 
ahle hy the Union are too dissimilar, based on economic condi- 
tions, to be meaningful. While there may be reason to argue 
there are differences, the Arbitrator does not believe they are 
so dissimilar to render them invalid. Thcsc employers arc the 
only employers, public or private, with the exception of the 
Unified Board, that employ people who perform similar or ident- 
ical functions to the employees in the instant bargaining unit. 
Thus, not to use them would handcuff the Arbitrator and leave 
him with little reasonable guidance as to what are reasonable 
wage levels and working conditions for employees performing 
these types of duties. Moreover, there is no reason, E se, 
to dismiss them as comparable because they are not first t=e 
contracts. While this might have some influence on the consi- 
deration of the merits of the offers as a whole, it is not a 
hasis to totally discount them as reasonable guidelines. 

Certainly, comparisons are not perfect, but the Union's 
comparables are -- with a couple of exceptions -- more valid 
than the comparison urged by the County. For instance, Clayton 
County, Iowa has no relevance here. Arbitrators, as pointed 
out by the Union, have been loath to accept out-of-state comp- 
arables based on the fact they were negotiated in a different 
statutory environment. Additionally, little weight can be 
given to the contract with the Loudspeaker Component Corpora- 
tion and Research Products. As a private sector employer, its 
income base is radically different, in addition to the fact 
that the duties and skills of its employees are ultimately 
diffcrcnt. 

With respect to the City of Waupaca, City of Mineral 
Point, City of Middleton, Stoughton Area School District and 
State of Wisconsin, the Arbitrator believes it is essentially 
unnecessary to look at these since the Union's group contains a 
sufficient sample of county governments. Moreover, other 
counties provide a more reasonable basis of comparison than 
distant cities, school districts or state governments which do 
not necessarily employ similar employees. 

On the other hand, the Arbitrator believes that as ex- 
ternal comparables, the Unified Board, and in some respects the 
City of Lancaster, should be used for comparison purposes. By 
utilizing the Unified Board as comparable, some viewpoint can 
be gained on what is a reasonable wage level for similar em- 
ployees under local economic conditions. 

Accordingly, the following external employers will be 
utilized for comparison purposes: 

Columbia County 
Crawford County 
Green County 
Iowa County 
Lacrosse County 
City of Lancaster 
Lafayette County 
Sauk County 
Richland County 
Unified Board of Grant & Iowa Counties 
Vernon County 

It is believed these employers give the most reasonable mix of 
relevant comparability factors -- including similarities in 
employment, size, geography and economic factors. 

In terms of internal comparables, weight will be given to 
the only unionized group of employees -- the Sheriff's Depart- 
ment. The relative weight of internal versus external factors 
will be dependent on the nature of the individual issues. 

i 
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C. Individual Issues 

1. Recognition - 
a. The Union. The Union proposes 

of a recogZYi.ZiXause: 
the following in terms 

Article 1 - Recognition - 
"1 .03 Employer recognizes the Union as the exclu- 

sive collective bargaining representative for all regular 
Kull-time and regular part-time professional employees of 
Grant County, excluding managerial, supervisory and con- 
fidential employees, and all other employees, for the 
purpose of conferences and negotiations with the above- 
mentioned municipal employer, or its lawfully authorized 
representatives, on questions of wages, hours and condi- 
tions of employment, pursuant to certification by the 
Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission, Case VII, No. 
31434, ME-2205, Decision No. 21063, dated November 29, 
1983. This provision describes the bargaining represent- 
ative and the bargaining unit covered by the terms of 
this collective bargaining agreement and is not to be 
interpreted for any other purpose." 

The main difference in the offers here is the Union's reference 
to the WERC certification number and a limitation on the pur- 
pose of the clause (last sentence). The Union asserts that 
this limitation sentence is consistent to WERC rulings. On the 
other hand, the County has offered a vague counterpart, whose 
meaning is untested. 

b. Employer. The Employer proposes the following in 
terms of a recognition clause: 

Article I - 
Intent - Purpose - Recognition -- 

"1.01 The County recognizes the Labor Organization 
as the exclusive bargaining representative for all regu- 
lar full-time and regular part-time professional employ- 
ees of Grant County, excluding managerial, supervisory, 
confidential and all other employees. This section is 
descriptive only and does not confer any right and does 
not impose any duty." 

The Employer argues that the WERC case number is surplusage. In 
addition, they believe their limitation language serves the 
purpose to prevent the recognition clause from being inter- 
preted by Arbitrators to relate to issues beyond the identity 
of the unit, such as unit clarification or questions of bar- 
gaining unit work. Moreover, they note that the WERC has 
recognized the need to include limiting language in order to 
make the recognition clause a mandatory proposal. See Sauk 
County, Decision No. 18565. Based on their analysis, they 
contend that the Union's language is not consistent with Sauk 

%?=- 
They contend their limitation more accurately serves 

t e purpose of a recognition clause. 

C. Discussion. First, the lack of a reference to, or 
the inclusion of the WERC number is irrelevant. More relevant 
is the language ioncerning the limiting effect of the recogni- 
tion clause. Both Parties recognize that Sauk County set forth 
the recognition clauses. WERC stated thereinthat such provi- 
sions must be included: 

!I . . . only when such provision includes a statement 
to the effect that said provision is set forth merely to 
describe the bargaining representative and the bargaining 
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unit covered by the terms of said collective bargaining 
agreement, and is not to be interpreted for any other 
p"L-p""c." 

The only word missing from this standard and the Union's lang- 
uage is the word "merely". It is not believed that this is 
significant or changes the limiting effect of the language. 
Even if the lack of this word raises some ambiguity about the 
intent of the limitation, it raises less ambiguity than the 
Employer's language. Thus, the Union's language is more con- 
sistent with the applicable case law and therefore preferrable. 

2. Non - Discrimination - 
a. The Union. - The Union proposes the following language: 

"1.02 Non - Discrimination: The parties hereto 
agree that there shall be no discrimination with 
respect to any employee because of age, sex, race reli- 
gion, handicap, national origin, union affiliation mari- 
tal status or sexual orientation, contrary to applicnblc 
state and/or federal law." 

The Union suggests that the County's language would pre- 
vent an employee from processing a grievance related to alleged 
discrimination to arbitration, whereas the Union would permit 
allegations of discrimination to be treated like any other 
alleged violation of the contract. They also noted that the 
Union's offer is similar to that contained in the County's 
personnel policies. Moreover in their opinion, it is also a 
common contractual provision, and none of the comparables pro- 
posed by the Union limits the scope of the review of such 
matters. 

b. The Employer. -- The Employer proposes the following: 

"1.06 The County and the Labor Organization will 
comply with any applicable employment laws, however, this 
Agreement does not confer any contractual rights, to 
enforce such laws, or based upon such laws, as a griev- 
ance or breach of contract action." 

In support of their proposal, the Employer noted among other 
things that the Grant County Sheriff's Department contract has 
never contained a provision similar to either the County's or 
Union's proposal in this unit, and that the Unified Board of 
Grant and Iowa counties contract contains an agreement that the 
nondiscrimination clause will not be subject to the arbitration 
provisions of the contract. With respect to the Union's comp- 
arables they draw attention to the fact that the AFSCME cont- 
racts wtth Columbi:t, CrowlYord, Richland, and Vernon counties 
contain no language nhollt compliance with employment laws. 
'I'll115 ( only two of the eight counties which the Union proposes 
ds compJrabLes conlain any similar provision. 

C. Discussion. There is no clear preference for either 
offer. On one hand the comparables tend to support the Em- 
player , and on the Ather hand, reason supports the Union's 
position. By making arbitration available for such claims, a 
relatively quick and inexpensive resolution process is avail- 
able which 9 have satisfactory results for the parties, thus 
avoiding the expense of pursuing remedies or defending claims 
elsewhere. Even if a preference were clear, this is viewed as 
a minor item having no singular meaningful impact on the offers. 
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3. Definition of Employees 

a . The Union. The Union proposes the following: 

1.03 Definition of Employees 

"A) Regular Full-time Em lo ee 
G5i%2ki’em~l.Z~EE1iiofYi1- time employee shalm ?EfTne 

rcgulnrly schcdulcd to work forty (40) hours per wcclc. 

"B) Regular Part-time Employee: A regular part- 
time employee shalm deEned as an employee who is 
regularly scheduled to work less than forty (40) hours 
per week. Regular part-time employees who are regularly 
scheduled to work an annual average of twenty (20) hours 
or more per week shall be entitled to all fringe benefits 
as provided in this Agreement on a pro-rata basis, except 
that insurance benefits shall not be pro-rated. Regular 
part-time employees who are regularly scheduled to work 
an annual average of less than twenty (20) hours per week 
shall not be entitled to fringe benefits, except that 
employees who work 600 hours or more per year shall be 
entitled to Wisconsin Retirement Fund benefits, subject 
to applicable sections of the Wisconsin Statutes and 
administrative rules made in accordance therefore. 

The Union believes that the offers are similar except that the 
County offers an incomplete enumeration of benefits. They note 
that vacation and discretionary days are excluded from the 
enumerated benefits under Article 18, yet are deemed benefits 
under the Employer's Article 9 and Article 17, respectively. 

b. The Employer. - The Employer proposes the following: 

ARTICLE XVIII 

Part-Time Employees -- 
"Regular part-time employees are ent it led to pro- 

rata sick leave, holiday pay, funeral pay, jury pay, 
military pay, according to the percentage o sf full-time 
which they regularly work, and are entitled to insurance 
under Article XIII, as if they were full-time. Regular 
part-time employees are those regularly scheduled to work 
1,040 or more hours per year, but less than 2,080 hours 
per year. Employees who regularly work under 1,040 hours 
per year receive none of these paid fringe benefits, 
except Wisconsin retirement if eligible." 

The Employer does not believe there is a need to define "regu- 
lar full-time" and "regular part-time" employees. Beyond this, 
they Ix21 I cvc the l;~nguagc or Ix~lh o!ZIcrs products L:hc silnw 
result for fringe benefits. Employees who regularly work, or 
arc regularly scheduled to work, 1,040 hours per year receive 
health insurance equal to that of full-time employees, and 
receive all other fringe benefits on a pro-rata basis. 

C. Discussion. The effect of the proposals is essen- 
tially the same. It appears that the intent of both offers is 
to preserve the status quo and grant benefits to full-time 
employees on a pro-rata basis (except health insurance) only to 
part-time employees working at least 20 hours per week, or 
1,040 hours per year. The Union's offer is marginally prefer- 
able because it does clarify exactly that no benefits except 
retirement accrue to those working less than half-time. The 
County's offer on this point, when read in conjunction with the 
vacation clause, does raise some ambiguity whether less than 
half-timers might be eligible for vacation. 
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4. Management Rights 

a. The Union. - The Union proposes the following: 

Article 2 - Management Rights 

"2.01 It is agreed that the management of the 
County and the direction of employees are vested exclus- 
ively in the County, and that this includes, but is not 
limited to the following: to direct and supervise the 
work of employees; to hire, promote, demote, transfer or 
lay-off employees; to suspend, discharge or otherwise 
discipline employees for just cause; to plan, direct and 
control operations; to determine the amount and quality 
of work needed, by whom it shall be performed and the 
location where such work shall be performed; to determine 
to what extent any process, service or activities of any 
nature whatsoever shall be added or modified; to change 
any existing service practices, methods and facilities; 
to schedule the hours of work and assignment of duties; 
and to make and enforce reasonable rules. 

"2.02 The County's exercise of the foregoing func- 
tions shall be limited only by the express provisions of 
this contract, and the County and the Union have all the 
rights which they had at law except those expressly 
bargained away in this Agreement." 

The Union notes that the proposals are similar. One of 
the biggest differences relates to subcontracting. The Union 
argues that by not mentioning subcontracting, they are not 
meant to "hamstring" the County, but they are meant to retain 
the Union's statutory right to bargain not only the effects of 
any subcontract but the right to bargain regarding the decision 
when legally permitted. Moreover, they note that services 
traditionally contracted for by the County could not be dis- 
rupted by their proposal. Additionally, they believe their 
approach is typical among the cornparables. Lacrosse prohibits 
the subcontracting of unit work; Lnfaycttc, Richland and Sauk 
are silent on the issue. Green's current contract is silent, 
but the effect of a maintenance of standards clause probably 
severely restricts the County's right to subcontract work. 
Iowa County requires that the decision be bargained. Thus, it 
is clear that the Union's approach is more acceptable than the 
County's. 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: - 

Article II - 
Management Rights 

"2.01 It is agreed that the management of the 
County and the direction of employees are vested exclu- 
sively in the County, and that this includes, but is not 
limited to the following: to direct and supervise the 
work of deputies and employees; to hire, promote, trans- 
fer or lay off employees or demote, suspend, discipline 
or discharge employees; to plan, direct and control oper- 
ations; to determine the amount and quality of work 
needed, by whom it shall be performed and the location 
where such work shall be performed; to determine to what 
extent any process, service or activities of any nature 
whatsoever shall be added, or modified or obtained by 
subcontract; to change any existing service practices, 
methods and facilities; to schedule the hours of work and 
assignment of duties; and to make and enforce rules. 
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"2.02 'The County's exercise of the foregoing func- 
tions shall be limited only by the express provisions of 
this contract, and the County, and the Labor Organis- 
ation, have all the rights which they had at law except 
those expressly bargained away in this Agreement." 

On theeissue of subcontracting, the Employer offers the 
following. First, they note that two of the Union's compar- 
ables --the Sheriff's Department and the City of Lancaster -- 
have language similar to their proposal. They believe the 
County's proposed language is preferable because it avoids the 
possible uncertainty of the law regarding its right to subcont- 
ract while implicitly stating the Employer's duty to bargain 
over the effects of such subcontracting. 

C. Discussion. There are differences other than sub- 
contracting. The Union's language makes reference to the Em- 
ployer's right to make reasonable rules and the right to disci- 
pline for just cause. The Employer's management rights clause 
does not contain such references. However, the Employer covers 
these items in another proposal on discipline so their discus- 
sion will be deferred until then. 

Regarding subcontracting, neither proposal necessarily 
restricts Management's rights to subcontract. 
both offers find support in the comparables. 

Additionally, 
Both offers 

implicitly recognize the Employer's obligation to bargain the 
effect of subcontracting. The main difference is that by 
explicitly stating that the Employer has the right to subcont- 
ract as opposed to silence, it could be argued that the Employ- 
er might not be required in cases, 
duty, 

where they might have such 
to bargain the decision to subcontract. It could be 

argued that the inclusion of such language constituted and 
fulfilled their duty to bargain applicable decisions. On the 
other hand, silence would retain that right. 

It is the opinion of the Arbitrator that the more equit- 
able proposal is the Union's as it preserves all rights of both 
Parties at law. 

Last, it is noted that there is no difference in Section 
2.02 in either contract. 

5. Union Activity/Bulletin Boards -- -- 
a. The Union. - The Union proposes the following: 

Article 3-Union Activity - 
"3.01 Union Notices: The County shall provide 

easily accessiblebulletin board space at each principle 
worksite in which unit employees regularly work for the 
posting of Union notices and bulletins." 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: 

Article VI -- - 
"The County will allow the Union use of bulletin 

board space in each principal building of the County in 
which unit employees regularly work." 

C. Discussion. The differences here are not material 
enough to have any substantive influence on the overall reason- 
ableness of the Final Offers. 
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6. Fair Share - Dues Check Off -- - - 
a. The Union. The Union offers the following: -- 

Article 4 - Fair Share/Dues Check Off - 
"4.01 The Union, as the exclusive representative of 

all of the employees in the bargaining unit, shall repre- 
sent all such employees, both Union and non-Union, fairly 
and equally, and all employees in the bargaining unit 
shall be required to pay their proportionate share of the 
costs of such representation as set forth in this arti- 
cle. 

"4.02 No employee shall be required to join the 
Union, but membership in the Union shall be made avail- 
able to all employees who apply consistent with the 
Constitution and By-Laws of the Union. No employee shall 
be denied Union membership on the basis of age, sex, 
race, religion, handicap, national origin, marital sta- 
tus, or sexual orientation. 

"4.03 The Employer shall deduct each month an 
amount, certified by the Union, as the uniform dues 
required of all Union members or a fair share service fee 
as established and certified by the Union, consistent 
with Section 111.70 of the Wisconsin Statutes. With 
respect to newly hired employees, such deductions shall 
commence on the month following the completion of the 
probationary period. 

"4.04 The aggregate amount so deducted, along with 
an itemized list of the employees from whom such deduc- 
tions were made shall be forwarded to the Union within 
the month in which such deductions were made. Any 
changes in the amount to be deducted shall be certified 
to the Employer by the Union at least thirty (30) days 
prior to the effective date of such change. The Employer 
shall not be required to submit any amount to the Union 
11ndcr the provisions of this Agreement on behalf of 
employees otherwise covered who are on layoff, leave of 
absence, or other status in which they receive no pay for 
the pay period normally used by the Employer to make such 
deductions. 

"4.05 The provisions of 4.01, 4.02, 4.03 and 4.04 
shall become effective the month following certification 
by the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission (WERC) 
that a majority of employees eligible to vote have voted 
affirmatively in support of the fair share agreement. 

"4.06 During periods when the fair share agreement 
is not certified pursuant to Section 4.05, or should the 
fair share agreement bccomc null and void for any reason, 
the Employer agrees to deduct Union dues each month from 
those employees who individually authorized in writing 
that such deductions be made. The amounts to be deducted 
shall be certified to the Employer by the Union and the 
aggregate deductions from all employees shall be forward- 
ed to the Union along with an itemized statement of the 
employees from whom such deductions were made. Any 
changes in the amount to be deducted shall be certified 
to the Employer by the Union at least thirty (30) days 
prior to the effective date of such change. 

"4.07 The Union shall indemnify and save the Em- 
ployer harmless against any and all claims, demands, 
suits and other forms of liability which may arise out of 
any action taken by the Employer under this article for 
the purpose of complying with the provisions of this 
article." 
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The Union notes, in support of their proposal, that all 
but one of their comparables has fair share, and several of the 
Employer's cornparables have fair share. Even the Sheriff's 
Department has a fair share provision which did not provide for 
a referendum as their proposal does. In addition, they cite 
Arbitrator Bellman in Twin Lakes Elementar Joint.Schobl Dist- 
rict No. 4, Decision 163-07-B, January ------T--T 979,ho notedsuch -.7 - provisions are common. They also note t6at the identical 
language proposed by the Union was chosen by Arbitrator Joseph 
Kerkman involving the initial agreement in the City of Lanc- 
aster and has remained in effect. 

-- 

b. The Employer. - The Employer proposes the following: 

Article III 

"On receipt of a request signed by the affected 
employee, the County will deduct an amount equal to 
current monthly dues of the Labor Organization monthly, 
from pay due the employee." 

The Employer has no proposal on fair share. The Arbitra- 
tor first notes the arguments the County made in their brief 
filed in support of their subpoena regard the constitutionality 
of fair share. They are reviewed and expanded here. They 
suggest that the Union's refusal to open its records only 
deepens the concern that the system AFSCME has proposed will 
violate the constitutional rights of Grant County employees. 
The Employer also maintains that the Union's security is pro- 
vided in part by seniority clauses and discharge standards, 
because both provisions work to preserve the composition of the 
unit which elected the Union, and which therefore can be ex- 
pected to support the Union. In addition to these devices, 
there are two others providing Union secuirty (fair share and 
check-off). 'Thus, the County has offered three oI the four. 
They also note that first time contracts do not often include 
all four Union security devices, which is what the Union is 
demanding in its proposal. In fact, Vernon County -- proposed 
as a comparable by the Union -- has been engaged in collective 
bargaining with AFSCME for ten years. There has never been a 
fair share agreement covering the Vernon County Social Services 
and Courthouse employees. 

C. Discussion. A review of the comparables shows over- 
whelming supportfor a fair share provision. Moreover, a re- 
ferendum is appropriate for first time contracts. 

7. Grievance Procedure -- 
a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

Article 5 - Grievance Procedure -- - 
"5.01 Grievance. A grievance is defined to be a 

controversy between any employee, or the Union and the 
Employer, as to a matter involving the interpretation or 
application of this Agreement. 

"5.02 Procedure. 
the following manner: 

Grievances shall be processed in 
All times set forth in this arti- 

cle, unless otherwise specified, are working days and are 
exclusive of Saturdays, 
nized by this Agreement. 

Sundays and any holiday recog- 
All time requirements set forth 

in this article may be waived or extended by mutual 
written agreement of the parties. 

"A grievance affecting a group or class of employees 
may be submitted in writing by the Union to the depart- 
ment head directly and the processing of such grievance 
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shall commcr.ce at step Two, within ten (10) days of the 
incident or within ten (101 days of securing knowledge 
thereof." 

The Union believes their grievance procedure to be a more 
typical procedure and one which is more streamlined. On the 
other hand, they believe the Employer's procedure to be a 
cumbersome, costly and confusing procedure that will result in 
greater conflict -- not less. The confusion involves dual time 
lines and does not give the Union enough time (five days versus 
fifteen days) to appeal a decision to Arbitration. Also, they 
believe the fact that under the County's proposal all settle- 
mcnts at Step 1 and 2 must bc approved by the County Employee 
Relations Committee is cumbersome, and makes a mockery of 
filing a grievance at the first or second step. 

The.other difference is the type of Arbitrators. The 
County proposes private Arbitrators; the Union public Arbitra- 
tors. They suggest that the County's approach, especially to a 
small bargaining unit like this, will have a significant chil- 
ling effect on the ability of the Union to challenge County 
actions, and moreover, the County's approach is neither cost 
effective for the Union nor the taxpayers of Grant County. In 
addition, they submit that most of the comparables use the 
approach proposed by the Union, and that in fact, most of the 
municipal comparables offered by the County contain this ap- 
proach. 

Last, the Union suggests that the County puts unnecessary 
restrictions on the Arbitrator, and in doing so, their proposal 
lays the groundwork for their inevitable appeal of an Arbitra- 
tor's decision. For instance, if an Arbitrator offers a com- 
ment or opinion which they believe is not directly on point -- 
they propose this as a basis to appeal the decision. In addi- 
tion, they question the intent of the County's proposal that 
"the Arbitrator shall have no authority to grant wage increases 
or decreases." They ask that since the Parties agree that the 
definition of a grievance is "the interpretation or application 
of the agreement", what if such a dispute involved wages -- an 
employee receiving an improper wage rate according to the terms 
of the contract? 

b. The Employer. the Employer proposes the following: - 
Article IV - Grievance Procedure - 

"4.01 Grievance. A grievance is defined to be a 
controversy between any employee, or the Labor Organiza- 
tion, and the County as to a matter involving the inter- 
pretation or application of this Agreement. 

"4.02 Procedure. Grievances shall be processed 
in the following manner: All times set forth in this 
Article, unless otherwise specified, are working days 
and are recognized by this Agreement. All time require- 
ments set forth in this Article may be waived or extended 
by mutual written agreement of the parties." 

The basic position of the Employer in support of their 
proposal for a grievance procedure is that when an Employer has 
more than one unit of employees, all of the employees in all of 
the units should be covered by common procedural language. In 
this regard, they note that the Grant County Sheriff's Depart- 
ment contract contains a grievance procedure with language 
which is nearly identical to that which the County has proposed 
in the Professional Unit. In their opinion, another reason 
theirs is preferrable, is because the use of private Arbitra- 
tors and the nominal expense involved in taking a grievance to 
arbitration is some limitation on processing frivolous (or "let 
off steam") grievances through the Arbitration step. In addi- 
tion, they contend that their proposal on this point is sup- 
ported by the comparables of both Parties. 
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In terms of the steps and WERC approval, they note that 
this is the same as the Sheriff's Department and is also justi- 
fied by the fact a municipal employer may not have the same 
degree of control over its supervisors and department heads as 
a private employer. 

With respect to their restrictions on the Arbitrator, 
they explain that their purpose is not intended to allow either 
Party to appeal an Arbitrator's award on a ground which is not 
related to the merits of the issue arbitrated. Instead, the 
purpose is to control and avoid dicta in Arbitrators decisions 
interpreting the contract. 

c. Discussion. First, it is noted that there are a 
number of similarities in the proposals for a grievance proce- 
dure. With respect to the differences, the Employer argues 
that the strongest reason for adoption of their proposal is the 
fact that it is identical to the other internal bargaining 
units. However, the Arbitrator disagrees. Internal compar- 
ables deserve the most weight in wage and benefit matters where 
there is a history of treating employees identically and where 
the offers are within a reasonable range oE the external comp- 
arables. Here the matters are purely procedural and there 
no compelling internal 

is 
equity or fairness consideration pre- 

sent. The Sheriff's Department on this issue deserves no more 
weight than other comparables. 

Apart from the issue of Arbitrator selection, the Union's 
proposal is more consistent with the type of grievance proce- 
dure found in contracts generally, and with the comparables in 
specific. Most notable here is the unusual restrictions the 
Employer seeks to place on the Arbitrator's jurisdiction, in 
combination with the statement that decisions in this respect 
are subject to de novo appeal. -- This simply is atypical, and 
contrary to the goohrntentions of the County, has substantial 
potential for abuse by either Party. Considering the breadth 
of the litigation of this dispute by both Parties, the likeli- 
hood of the Employer's grievance procedure creating disputes, 
rather than solving them, is not wholly improbable. 

Accordingly, the Union's proposal for a grievance proce- 
dure is more reasonable. 

8. Discipline 

a. The Union. --- The Union proposes the following: 

"6.01 The Employer shall not suspend, discharge or 
otherwise discipline any employee without just cause. 
When such action is taken against an employee, the em- 
ployee will receive written notice of such action at the 
time it is taken, and a copy will be mailed to the Union 
within two (2) calendar days, except that written notice 
of oral discipline shall be given to the employee and the 
Union as soon as possible after the action is taken. 
Such notice shall include the reasons on which the Em- 
ploycr's action is based." 

The Union supports its proposal by drawing attention to 
the contracts in its comparable group. In each case, the 
Employer may discipline, but it must be for "just cause" or 
"cause". They argue that the mixed standard and method of 
establishing rules under the Employer's offer is unworkable and 
begs for litigation. Under the County's procedure, the Union 
would be forced to Arbitration over the establishment of penal- 
ties and rules on even minor objections, since failure to 
arbitrate means acceptance of the rule and the penalty. More- 
over, they note the absence of a standard, and suggest that 
under the County's proposal an Arbitrator could not consider 
whether the County has arbitrarily upheld the rules and their 
penalties. 
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b. The Einployer. The Employer 
disciplinexnguage: 

Article V - 

"'.*Ol The County has the 

proposes the following 

right to create reasonable 
penalties for violation :;;;&o;nd regulations including 

. If the County contemplates promulgating such a 
rule(s), it shall provide the Labor Organization written 
notice at least thirty days prior to the intended date 
for implementation. At the Labor Organization's request 
the parties shall meet within the 30 day period, if not 
before, to discuss the rule(s). If the parties are 
unable to agree, the Labor Organization may challenge the 
rule through the grievance procedure as to the reason- 
ableness of substance and penalty. When the County dis- 
ciplines consistent with the rules, which rules have 
either not been grieved within the time limits of the 
grievance procedure after the date of adoption of the 
rule, or the grievance dropped, or whose reasonableness 
has been sustained by an arbitrator as provided herein, 
then in any grievance arbitration action to review such 
discipline arising from the rule the arbitrator has no 
jurisdiction to make ruling on the reasonableness of the 
rule or the penalty. 

"5.02 In case of other discipline and in cases of 
discipline where the rules themselves do not provide a 
stated penalty, a just cause standard of review shall 
apply. When disciplinary action is taken against an 
employee, the employee will receive written notice of 
such action at the time it is taken, and a copy will be 
mailed to the Labor Organization within two (2) calendar 
days, except that written notice of oral discipline shall 
be given to the employee and the Union as soon as poss- 
ible after the action is taken. Such notice shall inc- 
lude the primary reasons on which the Employer's action 
is based. 

"5.03 This Article supersedes the Grant County 
Personnel System Policies, section titled, Disciplinary 
Actions as to this unit; 
this unht." 

such section does not apply to 

Ln support ol: chcir prop0s~l1 the County indicates that once the 
Union has grieved or waived its right to grieve the rule, an 
Arbitrator would not be able to consider the reasonableness of 
the rule or penalty in any subsequent grievance, but could 
review whether the infraction occurred. Beyond specifically 
promulgated rules and penalties, the standard is just cause.- 
In addition to being similar to the discipline procedure at the 
Unified Board and the City of Lancaster, they submit there are 
three other reasons their proposal is preferrable. First, they 
suggest it will result in more certainty and less litigation, 
and it also reduces the risk the Employer must face if back pay 
is accumulating while a grievance is pending. Second, the 
Employer's proposal is fair to the employee. Under the Employ- 
er's work rule system, the employee will know in advance the 
standard of behavior to which he or she must comply, and the 
consequences of noncompliance. Third, the Employers' system of 
agreement on the rules themselves, or arbitration of the rules 
without waiting for a grievance to arise under such a rule, 
results in a more objective evaluation of that rule. 

In rebuttal to the Union's arguments, they contend it is 
not reasonable to assume that under the County's proposed 
disciplinary system the Parties will litigate every rule. To 
reach that conclusion one must assume that either the County, 
the Union, or both, will refuse to agree to reasonable work 
rules. If the County does not propose reasonable work rules, 
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it will pay the price of litigating the rules. The County has 
an incentive under its own system to make reasonable proposals 
to avoid litigation. If the Union is predicting it will not 
agree to reasonable work rules, the prediction establishes that 
the Union's objective is to leave each situation open to ambig- 
uity and more litigation, not to have a fair discipline system. 

C. Discussion. It is the opinion of the Arbitrator that 
the Union's proposal is preferrable because it is more stand- 
ardized and more consistent with a majority of the comparables. 
In terms of which system is more workable, the fact that a 
large majority of comparables have employed a procedure more 
similar to the Union's, rather than the Employer's, answers 
this point. 

9. Seniority (Definition) 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

Article 7 - Seniority - 
"7.01 Definition. Seniority shall be defined as 

an employee's length of service in the bargaining unit 
dating from the employee's most recent date of hire. For 
purposes of fringe benefit calculations only, an employ- 
ee's seniority shall be calculated from the employee's 
most recent date of hire with Grant County. Seniority 
shall not be prorated for regular part-time employees. 
Seniority shall be deemed to have been terminated when an 
employee: 

A) Quits or retires; or 
B) Is discharged for cause or terminated during the 

probationary period; or 
C) Is laid off for a period of more than twelve 

(12) months. 

"7.02 The Employer shall furnish the Union a sen- 
iority list upon request, twice a year, showing each unit 
employee's name, classification, date of hire, and months 
of service." 

The differences in the Union's opinion relate to part- 
time versus full-time employees. The Union is proposing for 
rights' purposes that whether full-time or part-time, seniority 
be defined as length of service in the bargaining unit from the 
most recent date of hire. For the purpose of calculating 
fringe benefits, seniority is defined (whether full-time or 
part-time) as length of service in the employ of Grant County 
(whether in the bargaining unit or not). This is supported in 
their opinion by the fact that it is consistent with current 
practices. For the County's part, they propose to prorate 
srniority for pal-r-time cmployccs, and it is unclear to the 
Union if this proration is to be applied for both rights and 
benefit purposes. As such, this would clearly be a takeaway. 
Moreover, it is unclear to the Union whether the County pro- 
poses to count "County" time for fringe benefit purposes. If 
not, this too, would be a takeaway. 

b. The Employer. With respect to the definition of 
seniority,xe Employer offers the following: 

Article VII - Seniority 

"7.01 Seniority will be considered to the extent 
provided in this Agreement. 
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"7.02 Upon completion of probation, employees will 
accrue seniority from the most recent date of hire as a 
unit employee. Employment is continuous for seniority 
purposes, but is terminated if the empLoyee quits, or is 
Lcrminntccl. 

"7.04 The Employer shall furnish the Union a sen- 
iority list, upon request, twice a year, showing each 
unit employee's nnmc, classification, date of hire, and 
months of scrvi.cc. 

"7.05 Regular part-time employees shall attain 
seniority at the rate of one (1) month for each 173 hours 
worked. If only full-time work is available, as the 
result of a layoff, regular part-time employees do not 
have the right to obtain or the duty to accept full-time 
work, but may be laid off before less senior full-time 
employees. Part-time Home Health nurses are a separate 
classification, for Layoff purposes. 

"7.08 Unit employees who take supervisory jobs 
with the Employer may be returned to the unit, in the 
Employer's discretion, with unit seniority frozen during 
time as a supervisor." 

Much of the Employer's seniority provision (Article VII) 
relates to Layoffs and recall, whereas the Union's Article VII 
is strictly Limited to the definition of seniority. Considera- 
tion of the Employer's Article VII here is Limited to the pure 
definition of seniority. In this regard, the County suggests 
its offer is based on common sense: an employee that puts in 
half as much time as another employee should have half the 
seniority. In support of this they note that Columbia, Craw- 
ford, Iowa and Sauk Counties prorate seniority for part-time 
employees. Also in Green County, AFSCME has offered seniority 
prorated for part-time employees. 

C. Discussion. Apart from the rights of part-time ver- 
sus full-time workers in layoffs, the definition of seniority 
here only relates to entitlements of part-time workers for the 
purposes of fringe benefits. Under the Union's offer, part- 
timers would qualify for fringe benefits (if such entitlement 
was keyed on length of service) based on their date of hire. 
In other words, credit would be given for each day worked -- 
even if it was part-time. Under the Employer's offer, they 
would be qualified for a month of seniority for every 173 hours 
worked. This would be relevant in terms of the amount of 
vacation an employee is entitled since it is keyed in years of 
employment. 

It is the Arbitrator's opinion that for the purpose of 
such fringe benefits, the Union's offer is more reasonable 
because it is most consistent with past practice of the Employ- 

. This demonstrates that seniority defined in these terms 
Ezr purposes of benefits is not unreasonable. 

10. Probationary Period 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the foLLowing: 

Article 8 - Probationary Period - 
"8.01 All newly hired employees shall serve a six 

(6) calendar month probationary period. During said 
period, employees shall be subject to dismissal without 
cause or recourse to the grievance procedure. However, 
such employee shall be entitled to a written reason for 
the termination. If still employed after such probation- 
ary period, their seniority shall date from the first day 
of hire." 
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In support of their proposal the Union indicates that 
their proposal is consistent with the current probationary 
period. In addition, it is their opinion that the comparables 
strongly support the Union's position on this issue as no 
similarly employed employees are faced with an initial proba- 
tionary period of one year. It is their position a one year 
period is unreasonable. 

b. The Employer. As part of their discipline clause the 
Employer proposes the following language concerning a proba- 
tionary period. 

"5.04 Probationary employees may be disciplined 
and discharged without recourse. An employee is proba- 
tionary for one (1) calendar year. The Labor Organiza- 
tion will be given a copy of any written discipline of a 
probationary employee." 

In support of this, the Employer argues that Grant County 
needs a one-year probationary period in order to evaluate the 
performance of new employees in this unit. These professional 
positions, Public and Home Health Nurse, Assistant District 
Attorney, and Social Worker, are complex, detailed and proce- 
dure-filled positions. Accordingly, employees in these posi- 
tions frequently require six months or more just to become 
familiar with all of the aspects of their job duties. In 
addition, it is misleading, in their opinion, to say that the 
present probationary period is six months, since in an employ- 
ment at will situation (such as existed in Grant County at the 
time these probationary periods were used) an employee could be 
discharged at any point at which the County discovered the 
reason and need to discharge, or for no reason. Additionally, 
the Employer notes that many comparables provided for longer 
than six months. 

The Employer highlights another difference. This is that 
the County's proposal provides that probationary employees may 
be disciplined and discharged without recourse, while the 
Union's proposal provides that employees shall be subject to 
dismissal without cause or recourse to the grievance procedure. 
Since the Union's probationary period language does not cover 
discipline short of discharge, the County could be required to 
process grievances through arbitration for probationary employ- 
ees under the Union's language. This would defeat a major 
objective of the clause. 

The Emolover's last concern is that the fact the Union's 
language requires the Employer to be given a written reason 
could under Walker v. United States, 744 F.2d 67 (10th Cir. 
19841 subjecF-?3iFthe?Zinty to suit on constitutional grounds for 
violation-of the probationary employee's liberty interest in 
his reputation because the County would be required to give the 
Union a copy of those reasons under Section 6.01 of the Union's 
offer. Also, requiring the County to give a written reason 
opens the County to the risk of a lawsuit based on a claim of 
pretext. If the County gives reason for discharge, such as 
excessive absence, a discharged employee who is also a member 
of any EEO protected class: such as handicap, could bring suit 
claiming a pretext, comparing his or her absences with everyone 
clsc's absences. 

C. Discussion. It is the opinion of the Arbitrator that 
the Union's offer is preferrable since it is most consistent 
with the 'cornparables. All of the valid comparables involve 
professional classifications, and only one provides for more 
than six months -- and that is by mutual agreement only. Thus, 
it appears, based on the comparables, that six months is a 
sufficient period to judge the performance of a new employee. 

With respect to the notice of termination required under 
the Union's proposal, the Arbitrator is not convinced of any 
valid constitutional considerations which would compel rejec- 
tion of their proposal. 
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11. Job Posting - 
a. The Union. The Union proposes the following in terms -.- of a job posting procedure: 

"9.01 Job vacancies in the bargaining unit due to 
retirement, quits, new positions, transfers or whatever 
reason, that the EmpLoyer intends to fiLL, shall be 
posted in each department for a period of seven (7) 
working days. The posting shall provide information 
concerning the quaLifications needed for the positions, a 
brief description of the job duties, the salary range, 
starting date, and the closing date for applications. A 
copy of each posting shall be provided to the president 
of the Union. 

"9.02 AppLicants. EmpLoyees interested in the 
pas-ting shaLL make written application. 

"9.03 Selection. The most quaLified applicant 
shalL be seLected provided that if two (2) or more appli- 
cants are relatively equal in qualifications, seniority 
shaLL be the determining factor. 

"9.04 Trial. Period. If within the first sixty 
(60) caLendardays omling a job vacancy a seLected 
empLoyee faiLs to make satisfactory progress for the 
position, he/she shaLL be returned to his/her former 
position and selection shaLL be made among the remaining 
qualified applicants for the position, if any, according 
to the criteria set forth in Section 9.03 above. An 
empLoyee may also voLuntarily return to his/her former 
position during the triaL period at his/her discretion. 
EmpLoyees serving a triaL period shaLL receive a written 
evaLuation of their progress after thirty (30) caLendar 
days." 

In support of their proposal, they draw attention to the 
fact that the County has made no proposal in their final offer 
on job posting. On the other hand, they describe their offer 
as "typical" in that it estabLishes posting criteria, the time 
frame, type of notice requirements, the criteria for selection 
and a triaL period procedure. They also note that the Sher- 
iff's Department contract has a posting procedure, as does the 
Department of Social Services, presentLy. 

With respect to the their "modified seniority" standard, 
they suggest that it is a conservative one and is typical of 
the standard utiLized in the comparable units. 

Thus, the Union suggests their offer is more reasonable 
than the County's offer, which gives the County unfettered 
controL and faiLs to even continue the type of job posting 
presently made. 

h. The County. As background to this issue, the County 
notes that-ring the bargaining with this unit, the County 
offered a job posting system which gave unit members the oppor- 
tunity to apply for job openings. The offer did not provide 
for outside review of the County's judgement in fiLLing a 
position. The Union rejected that offer, stating that the 
opportunity to apply for an opening was not important; what was 
important to the Union was outside review of the County's 
judgement concerning who shouLd receive the job. 

In support of their proposaL not to incLude a posting 
procedure, they contend that one should not be incLuded because 
it is a first time contract. Based on their review of the 
cornparabLes, they suggest that many first time contracts con- 
tained no job posting procedure, and even then, several did not 
contain a job posting provision aLLowing for review of the 
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EmpLoyer's judgement. They also note that while the Unified 
Board contract and the Loudspeaker Component Corporation cont- 
ract contain posting procedures with a relatively equal stand- 
ard, they aLso indicated that the "judgement of the EmpLoyer" 
is a factor. 

The County believes there are major problems with the 
Union's offer in this regard. First, they contend there is no 
limitation on who may post for any job opening in the unit. 
Moreover, they do not beLieve that the fact the applicant has 
to be "qualified" under the Union's offer solves anything, 
since it could be argued that the Attorneys and some of the 
Nurses may be ostensibly "qualified" to be Social Workers. 
Another probLem they see, is that if there were only one applic- 
ant, the EmpLoyer would be required to seLect that empLoyee, 
and because the Union's proposal provides no definition of 
"qualified", the County could find itself unable to go outside 
the unit without fear of Litigation because of the Union's 
claim that a unit member was "qualified". 

With respect to the portion of the proposal that requires 
the County to select the most senior applicant if two applic- 
nnts nrc "rclntively cqllnl in qualifications", they argue that 
for a first time contract, that Language is too ambiguous and 
will Lead to Litigation over the job selection process, and the 
risk of an Arbitrator who may think "qualified" is a very 
narrow term. Other contracts, they contend, give the Employer 
more discretion. This includes the Union's comparables. 

The Employer submits as well that the Union's proposal 
for a trial period is another example of the ambiguous language 
proposed by the Union and destined for litigation. They be- 
Lieve there are contradictory terms, and the fact the Employer 
must give a written evaluation of the employee 30 days into the 
triaL period might prevent the Employer from returning the 
employee Later for other reasons. Thus, they argue this is 
another example of AFSCME's attempt to get more in terms of 
Language than any of its cornparables -- all of which are in 
established bargaining relationships. 

Another ambiguity is the trial period which subjects the 
Employer in its review of an employee during a trial period, to 
.Imbiguous standards such as on sclcction, "qualifications" and 
"satisfactory progress". Moreover, under the Union's proposal, 
Grant County would have no controL over employees who repeated- 
ly post for jobs and then turn them down after 60 days. In 
this regard, they note that LaCrossc County is aLlowed a six 
month trial period and there is no evaluation. In the Lafay- 
ette AFSCME 1984-86 contract, AFSCME has agreed to a penalty 
provision for employees who return to their former job after a 
promotion. Last, the Unified Board contract contains a provi- 
sion which gives the Employer the sole option of returning an 
employee to his former position after 30 days. 

In their opinion, the better approach is, at this point 
in the Parties' bargaining reLationship, the County's approach 
of Leaving the contract silent with regard to employees who 
transfer to a new position. 

C. Discussion. Given that a close comparison of the 
Union's proposaL to the cornparables shows it is substantially 
similar to most contracts, the Employer's lack of a posting 
procedure raises a significant negative preference for its 
offer. 

First, it is irrelevant that the Employer offered a 
proposal in bargaining. Second, even if the Union is "reach- 
ing" beyond the norm -- assuming there is a norm for first time 
contracts -- the extent to which they are, is Less unreasonable 
than proposing no posting procedure at all. 
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Next, it must be stated that much of the Employer's 
concerns about the "major probLems" with the Union's proposal 
are Largely a matter of overreacting. There is little danger 
in requiring that an empLoyee be "qualified" and little danger 
of the problems they predict. They accuse the Union of not 
defining "qualified", yet this term is nearly universal in its 
use, and the Employer faiLs to offer any guideLines at all. 
Moreover, it is recognized that in interpreting such clauses, 
it is the Employer who sets the qualifications based on the 
objective needs and functions of the position. 

The EmpLoyer aLso objects to the seLection criteria in 
Section 9.03. This is not reaLLy problematic at all. In fact, 
on a continuum of clauses which accommodate seniority and 
qualifications, this is, reLativeLy speaking, an employer 
biased cLause. Obviously, the most restrictive clause is a 
strict seniority cLause granting postings soleLy on that basis. 
The next most restrictive cLause would be one which said sen- 
iority was controlling if fitness and ability were sufficient. 
At the opposite end of the spectrum wouLd be no clause at all, 
or one which merely said seniority would be considered. The 
Union's proposal. is a middLe of the road clause which favors 
Management because they stiLL can choose the most qualified, in 
their judgement, person for the job. The only restriction is 
that if two or more appLicants are "relatively equal", seniori- 
ty prevails. WhiLe this term may seem ambiguous, it has been 
subject to interpretation many times and it is generally ac- 
cepted that Management's opinion as to whether someone is not 
relativeLy equal wiLL be upheld if it can be demonstrated that 
the junior employee has appreciable superior performance which 
can be demonstrated based on the requirements of the job. In 
:~tlrli tion, the "rcLntivcly cquaL" standard is virtuaLLy identic- 
al. to the Large majority of the comparables, contrary to the 
characterization of these contracts by the Employer. 

Last, the concerns expressed by the Employer concerning 
the trial period in terms of what is satisfactory, and that an 
empLoyee could repeatedLy post for jobs are not particularly 
bothersome. As far as repeatedly bidding for jobs, there 
simply are not many postings in a unit this smaLL. In terms of 
satisfactory progress, the EmpLoyer has some discretion to 
determine what is satisfactory and what is not. 

12. Layoff and Recall - 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following language: 

"10.01 The bargaining unit shall be divided into 
three groups for purposes of Layoff and recall: 

A) SociaL Workers; 
B) Nurses ; 
C) Attorneys. 

“10.02 The Employer shaL1 have the right to reduce 
the number of jobs in any CLassifications. Employees 
whose jobs have been eLiminated shall have the right to 
bump any junior empLoyee in an equal or lower classifica- 
tion within their group as defined in Section 10.01, 
provided they are qualified to perform the junior employ- 
ee's job, Such junior employees who have Lost their 
positions as a resuLt of a bump shaLL have the right to 
exercise their seniority in the same manner as if their 
job had been eliminated. Employees who have Lost their 
position as a result of a bump or a reduction in the 
number of positions shaLL have the option to accept the 
Layoff and may decLine to exercise their bumping rights, 
if any. Laid off employees shall have recall rights as 
provided in Section 10.03 below. 
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"10.03 RecalL Rights: In recalling, the employ- 
ee(s) with the greatest seniority shall be recalled 
first, provided they are qualified to perform the avail- 
able work. Notice of recall shall be sent by the Employ- 
er to the laid off employee's last known address, certi- 
fied mail, return receipt, and the laid off employee 
shall be required to respond affirmatively within two 
(21 weeks (14 days) from the first attempted delivery 
date of the recalL notice. A Laid off employee shaL1 
have recall rights for a period of twelve (12) months 
from the date of the most recent layoff. Recall shall be 
limited to within the gro\,ps described in Section 10.01." 

The Union believes their proposal follows generally ac- 
cepted procedures. Both offers segregate the occupational 
groups Ior Layoff and recaLL purposes. One difrerence is that 
the County departs from current policy and creates a separate 
classification for Home Health Nurses. The Union also believes 
that their approach is more workabLe since it gives the County 
flexibility to specificalLy Locate the area where they must 
reduce the work force, and the person whose position is elimi- 
nated is given the right to exercise their seniority by bumping 
within their group (as defined in Section 10.01) to an equal or 
Lower classification, provided they can do the job. 

The Union believes there are several problems with the 
Employer's offer. First, the Employer's offer fails to define 
classifications. For example, whether all Social Workers as a 
group, or SociaL Worker I, II or III, is not addressed. Also, 
they contend that the County's proposal is not really a senior- 
ity based layoff scheme at alL. In this regard, they note that 
under the County's proposal, seniority will be followed unless, 
"in the discretion of the Employer, an employee or employees 
has a level or variety of skills or performance which the 
Employer wishes to retain." It is their position that this 
effectively eliminates seniority as the principle criteria, 
especially when under their limitations on the Arbitrator's 
scope of review the Union could never prevail. 

The Union objects as well to the County's proposal to not 
only prorate seniority for part-time employees, but limit them 
from bumping a full-time employee, even if the full-time em- 
ployee is senior to them. The last argument offered by the 
Union relates to reductions in hours. To them it appears that 
they can cut hours without regard to seniority; they can also 
cut hours under the guise of preventing a layoff. This, they 
opine, is unacceptable. 

b. The Employer. The Employer's proposal for layoff 
language isintertwined with their seniority clause (Article 
VII). The portions relating to layoff/recall are as follows: 

"7.03 Layoff will be by seniority within classifi- 
cation, provided that if, in the discretion of the em- 
PWer, an employee or employees has a level or variety 
of skills or performance which the EmpLoyer wishes to 
retain, seniority may be deviated from in order to retain 
such employees, and provided employees may not bump to a 
higher paying job within a classification. Such Employer 
exercise of discretion shall be subject to review by 
arbitration, and the Arbitrator may reverse the Employ- 
er's decision if the Arbitrator finds that there is no 
evidence that the retained employee has a level or vari- 
ety of skills or performance which the Employer could 
reasonably have wished to retain in preference to the 
laid off employee. RecaLl shall be by seniority within 
classification, provided the employee is qualified to 
perform the available work, at the time of recall, and 
provided employees need not be recalled to a higher 
paying job. 
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"7.05 Regular part-time empLoyees shall attain 
seniority at the rate of one (1) month for each 173 hours 
worked. If onLy fulL-time work is available, as the 
resuLt of a Layoff, reguLar part-time employees do not 
have the right to obtain or the duty to accept full-time 
work, but may be laid off before less senior full-time 
employees. Part-time Home Health nurses are a separate 
cLassification, for layoff purposes. 

"7.06 An empLoyee retains the above recall rights 
after layoff for a period equal to the employee's accumu- 
Lated seniority, or one year, whichever is less. 

"7.07 Employees must accept any recall, within ten 
(10) days of the date a recall notice is mailed to the 
empLoyee's home address shown on the Employer's records, 
or the employee is terminated. 

1’7.08 Unit employees who take supervisory jobs 
with the EmpLoyer may be returned to the unit, in the 
Employer's discretion, with unit seniority frozen during 
time as a supervisor. 

"7.09 The Employer may reduce hours, instead of 
Laying off empLoyees, or in combination with layoffs. 
FULL-time empLoyees whose hours are reduced are full-time 
empLoyees for the purpose of seniority rights." 

The County first notes that in addition to layoff cLassi- 
fications for Social Workers, Assistant District Attorneys, 
PubLic Health Nurses, Home Health Nurses who work over half- 
time, they would set up a classification for Home Health Nurses 
who work Less than half-time. The purpose of placing Less than 
half-time Home Health Nurses in a separate classification for 
Layoff purposes onLy is to aLLow the County to carry out the 
promise it made to these employees when they were hired. That 

these people were specifically hired to work the limited 
kz&-s that are avaiLabLe to part-time Home Health Nurses. It 
is a position which meets the needs, and fits the schedules of 
the present employees. 

With respect to their proposal. regarding reduced hours, 
they are making clear their right to reduce hours as opposed to 
Leaving it ambiguous, as the Union has. Regarding their Sec- 
tion 7.08, they note that supervisors are'people too, with 
valuable skills. They should not be discouraged from taking 
promotions. 

Regarding the portions of the proposals relating directly 
to Layoffs, they offer the foLLowing. They believe their 
proposal accomplishes the two things a layoff proposal should 
accomplish, to wit: (1) it should give the senior people in 
the unit somejobsecurity; and (2) it should protect an em- 
pLoyer who must layoff from having to run its operation with 
peopLe who are not qualified, or do not have the level of 
skiLLs to allow the employer to operate at an optimum Level. 

They suggest this is similar to the layoff provisions in 
the Sheriff's Department contract. In addition, based on their 
anaLysis of the cornparabLes, their proposal achieves the same 
purpose as similar proposaLs in other contracts. In this 
regard, they argue a requirement that employees be "quaLiEied" 
for the job they bump to, as in the Union's offer, is not 
enough, and they note as weLL that onLy.the RichLand contract 
and the Green County offers contain onLy that undefined term. 

C. Discussion. First of aLL, the Employer's proposal, 
insofar asm6,7 and 7.08 are concerned, is Limited in its 
impact reLative to the operation of a Layoff clause. In addi- 
tion, there is no strong preference for either offer with 
respect to the rights of part-time employees. Thus, attention 
wiLL focus on the operation of seniority. 
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The Arbitrator agrees 
unrc~sullnbtc to EXpCCL Izh‘lL 
for speciaL reasons, shouLd 
vation of seniority rules. 
goes way beyond this, whiLe 

with the Employer that it is not 
in special situations an cmptoycc, 
be exempted from the strict obser- 
However, the EmpLoyer's language 
the Union's Language still aLlows 

enough Latitude -- in that it requires an empLoyee to be "qua- 
lified before bumping . ..'I for the EmpLoyer to make a case for 
retaining an empLoyee with speciaL skills. The Employer's 
language is so broad that it goes beyond that which is usually 
observed in a contract. For instance, the Sheriff's Department 
contract allows an exemotion when a oerson has a "soecial skill 
which in the reasonabLe' judgement of'the County or the Sher- 
iff's Department should be retained." Other contracts also 
speak of'special. skiLLs. However, the County's proposal speaks 
not only of special skiLLs but of a level of performance which, 
if they wished to retain, they couLd. This goes one step 
further andnot onLy aLLows an exemption based on necessary 
skiLLs, but aLlows an exemption based on a much more subjective 
matter of performance. Moreover, the other clauses which pro- 
vide for exemptions imply that an exemption applies when rea- 
sonabLy necessary, not merely desirable. In addition, it is 
believed their proposal makes such decisions much less review- 
able than they are under other contracts. 

In short, while an employer's exemption from seniority in 
Layoffs is not unusuaL, the EmpLoyer's methodoLogy to achieve 
this is not onLy unorthodox but goes far beyond any reasonable 
balance between seniority and Management rights. Their propo- 
sal basicaLLy guts seniority. A more balanced result is more 
LikeLy under the Union's offer because there is no severe 
limitation on an Arbitrator's review, and because the Employer 
couLd reasonably argue that a special skill is legitimately 
related to the requirement of a job. Therefore, with respect 
to layoffs, the Union's offer is more reasonable. 

13. Definition of Work Day/Work Week -- 
a. The Union. With regard to the workweek and workday 

of the employees, the Union offers the following: 

"11.01 Work Day. The normal work day shalL con- 
sist of eight TBTconsecutive hours, excluding a one-half 
(l/Z) hour Lunch period, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. 

"11.02 Work Week. The normal work week shall 
consist of forty(4iR7iours, Monday through Friday. 

"11.12 This article shall not be construed to 
prevent the EmpLoyer from assigning hours in addition to 
the normaL work day and work week." 

In support of their offer, the Union first draws atten- 
tion to the fact that the County makes no proposal, and that 
their proposal seeks to continue the status quo within this 
unit and the County in general. Next, they believe there is 
wide support for their offer in cornparables. AdditionaLLy, 
they beLieve there is more reason to include a proposal since, 
under the County's offer which is silent, they couLd schedule 
workers on alternating shifts, days, weekends, etc. 

b. The Employer. The Employer makes no proposal on 
hours of wZ?lY. They have not because the nature of the work, 
in their opinion, requires that they have flexibility. For 
instance, Nurses hours are based on patient needs and Social 
Workers sometimes must meet with families in the evenings or 
when the need arises. 
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'The Union's proposaL takes away their authority and is 
too restrictive to allow them to meet the needs of the public. 
MOl-COVCr) they do not belicvc the Union's own compnrablcs 
support their proposal, since the language in other contracts 
is less restrictive. 

Discussion. There is no doubt occasions when the 
profesEiona1 in the unit may be required, by the nature of 
their work, to perform duties outside the hours which would be 
established under the Union's offer. To that end, several of 
the cornparables, whiLe estabLishing normal and reguLar hours, 
provide for exceptions in certain cases. Thus, it is not 
unreasonable for the Employer to desire some flexibility in 
this area. However, the Employer goes too far in not making 
any proposal. They seek to strike no balance at all between 
the empLoyee's need for regularity in hours and the Employer's 
need for fLexibility. The Union's offer is more typical of the 
cornparabLes since all set forth the normal workweek and work- 
day. Moreover, although the Union's proposal does not provide 
for exceptions, it is implied that exceptions may be made by 
mutual agreement. It is noted that this is all that is pro- 
vided for in some of the comparables. 

14. Breaks 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

"11.03 Breaks. EmpLoyees shall be entitled to 
thirty minutes-id rest time during each work day 
(15 minutes per four (4) hour work period), which shall 
normaLLy be used in fifteen minute increments unless 
otherwise arranged with an employee's supervisor." 

The Union submits that their offer is consistent with the 
current procedures whiLe the County's offer is not. Obviously, 
Management has the ability to control breaks, but the County 
creates burdensome and ambiguous conditions. Furthermore, 
their offer may be unworkable for the Attorneys who currently 
combine both breaks with lunch to accommodate the court schedule. 

b. The Employer. - The Employer proposes the following: 

"8.02 Employee receive paid breaks of 15 minutes 
per four hour work period, with specific time and place 
assignable by the supervisor, when work load permits. No 
carryover of breaks." 

The Employer offers no specific argument on the issue of 
breaks. 

C. Discussion. There is no disagreement over the fact 
that employee's shouLd have breaks. Nor, is there disagreement 
over the amount of time. The major difference is that under 
the Employer's offer, an employee is not guaranteed a break and 
will. only receive one when the work load permits. While there 
may be a need to be ELexibLe in breaks, such a broad and 
ambiguous exception is unwarranted. Nor, is it necessarily 
warranted that the supervisor be able to designate the specific 
place for the break. 

15. Flexible Schedules, Job Sharing 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

"11.04 FLexible Schedule. A work scheduLe other 
than that set Forth in Section 11.01 above may be 
arranged, subject to approval by the supervisor. 
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"11.05 Job Sharing. Job sharing arrangements may 
be arranged withthe approval of the Employer." 

The Union suggests its proposal is current practice. 

b. The Employer. The Employer does not have a proposal 
on these items. They point out that there is no job sharing in 
the County presently, and that none of the contracts introduced 
by the Union contain any type of job sharing provisions. 

DiscussIon. Since under the proposaLs by the Union d 
flexible schedule or job share is subject to mutual agreement, 
there is nothing at issue in terms of impact. 

16. Overtime 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following in terms 
of overtime: 

"11.06 Overtime, Employees shall be compensated 
by compensatory time off for all time assigned and worked 
in excess of eight (8) hours per day or forty (40) hours 
per week. Said compensation shall be at the rate of one 
hour compensatory time off for each hour worked. 

"11.11 Time Paid. All paid time shall be consi- 
dered time workedfor the purpose of computing overtime." 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: 

"8.01 Employees assigned to work more than eight 
(8) hours in a day or forty (40) hours in a week are 
eligible for compensatory time, hour for hour. 
"Assigned" includes time required by courts before which 
assistant district attorneys appear, or before which 
Social Workers appear as witnesses." 

c'. Discussion. The orlcrs arc virtually idcnticnl. 

17. CaLl Outs __- 
a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

"11.07 Call-out. An employee called out to work 
at a time otheYZafiis/her regular schedule of hours, 
except where such hours are consecutively prior to or 
subsequent to the employee's regular schedule of hours, 
shall receive a minimum of two (2) hours compensation 
pursuant to the terms of this agreement." 

They believe their proposal to be more reasonable because 
an employee will receive a minimal amount for the disruption 
and inconvenience of being called out, and under the Employer's 
offer an employee who could be called oxin some circum- 
stances, would not be paid less than l/2 hour. 

b. The Employer. - The Employer proposes the following: 

"8.03 An employee called out to work at a time 
other than his or her regular schedule of hours shall 
receive straight time compensatory time, if time 
spent exceeds one-half (l/2) hour." 

The Employer contends that the Employer's proposal embod- 
ies the current practice in Grant County as neither Nurses nor 
Social Workers are compensated for call outs of less than one- 
half hour. In addition, they note that four of the counties 
cited by the Union as cornparables do not provide for a minimum 
of two hours of call outs. For instance, the Lacrosse County 
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contract prcvides for hour Lor hour compensation provided the 
time spent is more that 15 minutes, and Crawford County cont- 
ract provides for hour for hour camp time. Last, they believe 
this provision provides a windfaLL for Nurses since they are 
often caLLed out. 

Discussion. The EmpLoyerIs argument concerning the 
presenE*practice for example, that no one is compensated for 
caL1 outs of Lesi than one-haLf hour, is somewhat misLeading 
since the direct and cross-examination of the Union's witnesses 
shows that employees are not generally called out for less than 
one-half hour. Thus, in this respect, little weight can be 
given to practice. However, the practice is worthy of consi- 
deration on the basis that there is no minimum pay. Moreover, 
the cornparables tend to support the Employer on the idea of 
actuaL time, since a two hour minimum is not necessarily the 
norm. There is also otie comparable which supports the Employ- 
er's Less-than-one-half-hour provision. Lacrosse County pays 
for caLl outs over 15 minutes. 

The offers are cLose. The main objection to the Employ- 
er's offer is the Less-than-one-haLf-hour provision. However, 
since even by the testimony of Union witnesses, this is a rare 
occasion its practical impact is limited. Thus, the Employer's 
offer is marginaLly preferred on this issue. 

18. Beeper Duty Pay - 
a. The Union. The Union proposes the following: -- 

"11.08 On Call. Beeper Duties. Employees assigned 
to on caLL beeFrmi=Llreceive $130 per week in 
addition to their reguLar pay and shall be entitled to 
compensation pursuant to Section 11.06 for associated 
caLL-outs. Section 11.07 shall not be applicable for 
associated call-outs. Additionally, full-time employees 
assigned such duties on a holiday shall earn eight (8) 
hours of compensatory time; part-time employees earn 
compensatory time on a pro-rated basis according to the 
percentage of full-time they regularly work." 

The Union beLieves that the proposals are similar relat- 
ing to this issue. Both, in essence, maintain the current 
procedures. The only difference appears to be the treatment of 
part-time employees assigned "beeper" duty on holidays. The 
Union proposes to maintain the status quo. The County's propo- 
sal is siLent. Thus, they question whether the County intends 
to continue the practices. 

b. The Employer. - The Employer proposes the following: 

"8.04 EmpLoyees assigned to on caL1 beeper duties 
shaLl. receive $130 per week in addition to their regular 
pay and shaLL be entitLed to compensatory time pursuant 
to section 8.03 for caLL-outs. AdditionaLLy, fuLL-time 
empLoyees assigned such duties on a holiday shall receive 
a different day off for the holiday." 

The EmpLAyer states that there is no "take away" in the 
Cotlnty's hccpcr pay proposal with respect to part-time cmployccs. 

Discussion. There are no materiaL differences in the --. proposiis onbeeper duty pay. 
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19. Pay for Telephone Calls -- 
a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

"11.09 TeLephone CaLLs. Telephone calls engaged 
in by employees outside their working hours shall be 
considered time worked and shall be compensated by comp- 
ensatory time off as currently practiced." 

In support of their proposaL, the Union asserts that the 
employees currently receive compensatory time when they engage 
in certain after hours telephone calls. The Union proposes to 
continue this practice. The County does not propose to contin- 
ue the current practice. Thus, they suggest it is possible 
that this could be a take away. 

b. The Employer, The Employer proposes the following: 

"8.06 TeLephone caLLs are considered as work time, 
in the discretion of the supervisor." 

The Employer offers no particular argument on this propo- 
sal. 

C. Discussion. Both proposals have elements of unrea- 
sonableness. Under the Union's offer, even the shortest of 
phone caLLs couLd be subject to camp time. On the other hand, 
under the Employer's offer the only time an employee would get 
camp time is at the supervisor's discretion. Indeed, there 
should be some balance between compensating an employee for 
telephone time and protecting the Employer from the administra- 
tive burden of compensating for calls which are purely de 
minimus. The Union's offer strikes moderately more balance 
since the de minimus doctrine could be applied in grievance 
arbitration if the employee was making unreasonable claims. 
However, under the Employer's Language, there is less opportu- 
nity for abuses to be corrected since wide latitude is granted 
under discretionary standards and such decisions would be dif- 
ficuLt to disturb. 

20. Use of Compensatory Time -- 
a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

"11.10 Use of Compensatory Time. Compensatory 
time may be taken z the employee'sdiscretion, subject 
to approval by the supervisor." 

The Union contends that their proposal will continue 
current procedures, whereas the County contends that they now 
will be able to assign when camp time is taken. In this re- 
gard, the Union states that their offer does not mean that the 
County cannot estabLish reasonable rules relating to camp time 
utiLization and notes the County retains ultimate control over 
such time as the Union's proposal makes usage subject to County 
approval. 

b. The Employer. - The Employer proposes the following: 

"8.07 Specific times for taking compensatory time 
may be assigned by the supervisor." 

The County notes that the Union's offer is silent on 
whether a supervisor can assign camp time. 
shouLd be avoided in their opinion. 

This ambiguity 
In addition, they note 

that none of the eight comparables proposed by the Union, which 
currently have a contract, 
Union here. 

have the provision proposed by the 
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c. Discussion. The Employer's offer is preferred here 
since the Union's Language constitutes an indirect restraint on 
the Employer's right to schedule work, in spite of the Union's 
statement that it is not. The fact is that under the Union's 
Language, camp time is at the employee's discretion. Thus, the 
Employer could be limited in scheduling. 

21. Vacations 

a. The Union. - The Union proposes the following: 

"12.01 Vacation. Each regular full-time employee 
and reguLar part-time employee shall accrue paid vacation 
as foLLows: 

"A) EmpLoyees shall earn vacation time in the 
current year for the use in the following year, 
based on his/her anniversary date of employment. 
(Employees who currently receive vacation on a 
caLendar year basis shaL1 be grandfathered.) 

"B) For each regular 80 hours paid, vacation 
is earned as foLLows: 

Year 0 to 5 earns 3.076 hours vacation; 
Year 5 to 8 earns 3.538 hours vacation; 
Year 8 to 10 earns 4.000 hours vacation; 
Year 10 to 15 earns 4.615 hours vacation; 
Year 15 to 20 earns 5.230 hours vacation; 
Year 20 and beyond earns 6.150 hours vacation. 

"12.02 Accrual. Vacation time must be taken in 
the anniversary year following that in which it was 
earned, except in an emergency where it is mutually 
agreed by the Employer and employee that special circum- 
stances warrant an exception. 

"12.03 Holidays during Vacation. Holidays falling 
in a vacation period wilL be considered as counting 
against vacation time. 

"12.04 ScheduLing. Specific vacation periods 
shaLL be requested by an empLoyee and approved by his/her 
immediate supervisor. However, said approval shall not 
be unreasonabLy withheld. Any one vacation period may 
not exceed the annual earned vacation time. 

"12.05 Termination. In case of termination, re- 
tirement or death or an employee, the employee or the 
employee's estate or designated beneficiary shall receive 
pay for aL1 vacation time accrued and all vacation earned 
in the current year." 

The Union again asserts that their proposal is consistent 
with present practice and that the County proposes a take away 
in terms of what time is collsidcred for eligibility purposes. 
For instance, under the County's proposal, paid time for holi- 
days, discretionary days, bereavement leave and military leave 
are not counted for the purpose of earning vacation. This is 
contrary to present practice and represents a substantial re- 
duction in the current vacation benefit. They do note that the 
Parties agree on the vacation eLigibility, amounts and levels. 

They also note that there are differences in the schedul- 
ing procedures. They beLieve their offer is more reasonable 
since the Union proposes to continue the current scheduling 
procedures and the County's proposaL is vague, and potentially 
a dramatic change from current standards and could mean that 
the County can uniLateraLLy schedule vacation periods without 
the employee's consent. They aLso note differences in the 
event of termination. 
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b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: 

"9.01 Each full-time and regular part-time 
employee shall accrue paid vacation as follows: 

"a. Employees shall earn vacation time in 
the current year for the use in the following year, 
based upon anniversary date of employment. 

"b. For each regular 80 hours worked, vaca- 
tion is earned as follows: 

Year 0 to 5 earns 3.076 hours vacation; 
Year 5 to 8 earns 3.538 hours vacation; 
Year 8 to 10 earns 4.000 hours vacation; 
Year 10 to 15 earns 4.615 hours vacation; 
Year 15 to 20 earns 5.230 hours vacation; 
Year 20 and beyond earns 6.150 hours vacation. 

"2. No vacation may be taken until the employee has 
completed one year of employment. 

"3. Holidays falling in a vacation period will not 
be considered as counting against vacation time. 

"4. Vacation will be scheduled by the employer. 

"5. Each employee shall be required to take during 
a succeeding year, the vacation earned in a previous 
year. For this purpose, a year shall be defined as a 
year from the anniversary day of original employment. 

"6. Any one vacation period may not exceed the 
annual earned vacation time. 

"7 . An employee may not receive both vacation and 
regular pay for the same period of time. 

"8 ., Employees shall earn vacation Leave while on 
paid vacation, paid sick leave, paid funeral leave, and 
jury leave paid by the County under this contract. 

"9. In case of termination, retirement or death of 
an employee, the employee or the employee's estate or 
designated beneficiary shall receive pay for all vacation 
time accrued and aLL vacation earned in the current 
year." 

With respect to the fact that under their proposal, 
holidays, discretionary pay and military leave are exempted 
from counting towards vacation credit, they contend that this 
was an unintentional omission. Thus, there is no difference in 
this regard. 

One point of contention is the scheduling of vacations. 
Under the Union's language, the employee's vacation request is 
subject to approval which cannot be unreasonably withheld. The 
Employer denies that this is current practice. They also 
suggest it is too ambiguous and that it is too much for a first 
time contract. 

C. Discussion. The County claims that there was a mere 
omission of holidays, discretionary days and military Leave in 
their Section 9. Assuming this correction is binding, the 
substantive differences relate to scheduling. There is simply 
nothing unreasonable about the Union's proposal to schedule 
vacation by having requests subject to supervisory approval. 
It is reasonable as well to put a limit on the discretion of 
the supervisor to disapprove of vacation time. Moreover, there 
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is nothing fataLLy ambiguous about the standard utilized. It 
is quite common to scheduLe vacations in this cooperative way, 
as opposed to having the empLoyer control the process complete- 
LY. 

22. -- Sick Leave 

a. The Union. The Union proposes the following: -- 
"13.01 Intent. Sick Leave is intended to protect 

the empLoyee f-financial hardship due to illness or 
injury. There is no Limit set for a maximum number of 
sick Leave days one may accumulate. Sick leave may also 
be used for illness or injury of the employee's spouse or 
child. 

"13.02 Accrual. 

"Al Sick leave shall accrue at the rate of 
one (1) day per month for full-time employees. 

"B) ReguLar part-time shall accrue 
sick leave at a rate proportionate to the percent 
of fulL-time worked; for example, half-time status 
wouLd accrue one-half (l/2) day monthly. 

"13.03 w Back. 

"A) Employees will be paid for all 
scheduled days off for illness or injury provided 
they have successfully completed their initial 
probationary period, but not to exceed the amount 
accrued. When and if an employee maintains at 
least 24 days for a 12 month period, beginning 
January 1, the employee at the end of the 12 
month period may be paid for half of the sick leave 
not used but accrued during that 12 month period. 
The maximum number of days paid at the end of a 12 
month period will not exceed six (6) days. The 
remaining days shaLL be retained in the empLoyee's 
sick leave account. 

"Bl One-half (l/2) of the accumulated sick 
Leave shaLL be paid to the employee upon retirement 
at age 62 or older. 

"13.04 Sick Leave is accrued but may not be used 
during the initial probationary period except if the 
empLoyee passes said probation, it shall then be applied 
retroactiveLy. 

"13.05 HoLidays. Holidays faLLing in paid sick 
Leave period wiLL not be considered as counting against 
sick leave time. 

"13.06 Sick Leave Excuse. Any person who is sick 
for three (3) consecutiveworking days may be asked to 
provide a doctor's excuse." 

The Union describes the County's proposaL as a "takeaway" 
in two major areas. The first is that they propose a cap of 
120 days, whereas the current policy is unLimited accrual. The 
second is that under Section 4, the County can require payback. 
The Union maintains that this too is a significant departure 
from the current practice, since payback is currently onLy an 
empLoyee option. In their opinion, this is neither fair nor 
reasonable. Last, they note the difference in sick leave 
verification. The EmpLoyer's proposal makes a doctor's excuse 
mandatory after five days, whereas the Union's offer also would 
stiL1 permit the reasonabLe investigation of sick leave abuse. 
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Also, the Union's proposal on medical certification is identic- 
aL to that contained in the Sheriff's Department contract, and 
the Sheriff's Department contract also does not contain a cap 
on sick Leave accumulation. 

b. 'The Employer. 'The Employer proposes the following: 

Article X - 
"1. Sick leave may onLy be used for illness or 

injury to the employee, or the employee's child or 
spouse. 

"2. Sick leave shall accrue at the rate of one (1) 
day per month for full-time employees and may accumulate 
to 120 days. 

"3. The department head may require a medical re- 
port for absences of sick leave at his or her discretion 
where there is a basis for suspicion of abuse, however, a 
medical report is required for absences in excess of five 
(5) consecutive working days. 

"4. EmpLoyees will be paid for all scheduled days 
off for iLLness or injury provided they have successfully 
completed their initial probationary period but not to 
exceed the amount accrued. When and if an employee 
maintains at least 24 days for a 12 month period, begin- 
ning January 1, the employee at the end of the 12 month 
period may (the County and the employee may require such 
payment) be paid for half of the sick leave not used but 
accrued during that 12 month period. The maximum number 
of days paid at the end of a 12 month period will not 
exceed six (6) days. The remaining days continue to be 
accrued. 

"5. One-half (l/2) of the accumulated sick leave 
shaLL be paid to the employee at age 62 or older, if the 
employee in fact retires and begins to collect Social 
Security. 

"6. Employees shall earn sick leave while on paid 
vacation, paid sick lcnvc, paid funeral Leave, paid holi- 
days, paid military leave, paid discretionary days, and 
jury leave paid by the County under this contract. 

"7. Holidays falling in paid sick leave period will 
not be considered as counting against sick leave time." 

The County beLieves the Union's proposal is an example of 
them trying to get the best of both worlds by picking and 
choosing from present policy/internals or the externals compar- 
ables, whichever is more favorable. For instance, present 
poLicy and the Sheriff's contract have no cap on sick leave, 
whiLe the County asserts that all the Union's comparables have 
a cap, and onLy one of those has a cap which is greater than 
the cap proposed by Grant County. Moreover, little signific- 



The other issue reLates to medical excuses. This is from 
present poLicy and its purpose is to prevent abuse of sick 
Leave. They aLso believe other contracts contain similar cont- 
rol measures, while without any language in the Union's sick 
Leave proposal which would allow the County to prevent sick 
Leave abuse, the County is unabLe to control this problem under 
the Union's offer. 

C. Discussion. The major difference here relates to 
accumulation. Under the Union's offer, there is no cap, where- 
as the Employer proposes a 120 day cap. Under both offers, 
one-half of the accumulated Leave is paid back at retirement. 
The other difference relates to the Employer's proposal that 
they, as well as the employee, can make an interim payback 
under certain conditions. 

With respect to the cap, the camparables clearly support 
the Employer. It is rare to find both unLimited accumulation 
and a payback system. The Union's proposal for both is exces- 
sive and unsupported. 

The fact that under the Employer's offer they can invoke 
the interim payback is not particularly unreasonable. Nor, is 
their proposal to require a doctor's excuse after five days 
unreasonable, since they could do so in any event. 

23. Holidays 

a. The Union. The Union proposes the following: -- 
"14.01 Holidays. ALL employees shall be entitled 

to the following hoLidays with pay: New Year's Day, Good 
Friday afternoon, MemoriaL Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day preceding 
Christmas Day and Christmas Day. September primary elec- 
tion and November general. election days shall be holidays 
when such elections are heLd. 

"14.02 Part-time Employees. Regular part-time 
empLoyees are miblefor holy pay on a pro-rated 
basis according to the percentage of full-time they regu- 
larly work. 

"14.03 Holidays Falling During Vacation or Sick 
Leave. If any of: the above-Listed holidays falE &i?rng 
time taken as paid vacation or paid sick leave, such 
holiday shall not be charged against accumulated vacation 
or sick leave. 

"14.04 HoLiday;LF;i;infa;; ~~e~e~~~;rd~~~u:~eany 
of the above-Listed h 
previous Friday shaLL be observed as the holiday; and 
should any holiday fall on a Sunday, the following Monday 
shaLL be observed as the holiday. When Christmas Day 
faLLs on a Saturday, the preceding Thursday shall be 
observed as the Christmas Eve hoLiday. When Christmas 
Day falls on a Sunday or Monday, the preceding Friday 
shaLL be observed as the Christmas Eve holiday. 

"14.05 Requirements. Employees must work their 
scheduLed work day before and after the holiday, or the 
day scheduled as the holiday, unless on an authorized 
paid Leave, to receive holiday pay." 

The Union states that their holiday proposal is adopted . 
from current poLicy. For instance, the Union proposes how 
holidays falling on weekends will be observed. However, the 
County's offer is silent. 
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Also, the Union proposes a holiday eligibility require- 
ment that is consistent with the current practice. For examp- 
le, the Union's proposal is that an employee will be required 
to work their scheduled day preceding and following same. This 
would cover part-time employees. The County's offer simply 
states that they have to work the day before. They also note 
that the County would deny holiday pay to employees who may be 
serving on jury duty or on a bereavement leave. They suggest 
this to be unfair and unreasonable. Thus, the Union maintains 
that their approach is consistent with the comparables. In 
fact, some of the comparable units do not impose any eligibili- 
ty requirement. 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: - 
Article XVI -- 

"14.01 New Year's Day, Good Friday afternoon, 
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Veteran's Day, 
Thanksgiving Day, the day preceding Christmas day, and 
Christmas Day are paid holidays for working employees. 
September primary election and November general election 
days are holidays, when such elections are held. 

"14.02 Employees must work the day before and the 
day after the holiday, or the day scheduled as the holi- 
day, to receive holiday pay, unless on a previously 
;E;;;vzd vacation or previously approved paid sick 

The County's proposes that employees must work the day 
before and the day after the holiday, or the day scheduled as 
the holiday, to receive holiday pay, unless on a previously 
approved vacation or previously approved paid sick leave. This 
is to prevent employees from extending their holiday by abusing 
sick leave. The Union's proposal does not accomplish this 
purpose. Its exception "unless on an authorized paid leave"? 
leaves unresolved the scenario of an employee who calls in sick 
on the morning of the day before the holiday. There is no 
restriction in the Union's offer which would allow the Employer 
to deny sick leave to that employee. Thus, that leave would be 
"authorized". The Employer woul.d have no ground for denying 
holiday pay. Morcovcr the County submits that thcrc is no 
danger that the County's language could be interpreted to 
prevent an employee, who is not scheduled to work on the day 
before or after the holiday, such as part-time employees, from 
receiving holiday pay since that interpretation is contrary to 
Article 18 of the County's offer, which provides that part-time 
employees shall receive holiday pay on a prorated basis. 

In addition, they assert that AFSCME has agreed to lang- 
uage in both the Lacrosse and Vernon County contracts which 
accomplish the same objective as that sought by Grant County. 
Both contracts contain a provision which requires the employee 
to work before and after the holiday unless excused by illness, 
paid vacation, death in the immediate family, or other approved 
paid absences and in order to close the loophole of "approved 
sick leave" the parties have inserted this sentence, "The 
County may require proof of illness." 

'The remaining issue relates to holidays calling on wcek- 
ends. They assert that it is not current practice, as the 
Union claims. Currently, under Grant County's personnel system 
policies, holidays falling on weekends are normally observed on 
either the preceding Friday or following Monday. However, as 
stated in the policies, the County Board chairperson has the 
authority to vary that procedure. Thus, under the Union's 
proposal the County would be forced to give up this discretion 
with regard to one group of its employees. 
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c. Discussion. The main difference here relates to 
eligibility in terms of having to work the day before a holiday 
or mereLy having to receive pay pursuant to authorized leave. 

On this score, the cornparables firmly support the UnSon's 
proposal. 

24. Discretionary Days 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

"15.01 Policy. ALI regular full-time employees 
shall be entitm two (2) discretionary days with pay 
each caLendar year. Regular part-time employees working 
at least half-time shall be entitled to one (1) discre- 
tionary day with pay each calendar year. 

"15.02 Use. Discretionary days may not accumulate 
year to year. -Eiiiployees shall notify their supervisor of 
their intent to use such time, subject to their supervis- 
or's approval. 

"15.03 Discretionary days accrue from January 1 to 
January 1. Employees hired prior to June 30 are allowed 
two (2) days or, if at least half-time, one (1) day. 
Employees hired after June 30 receive one (1) day if they 
are full-time and no days if they are at least half-time, 
but not fuLl-time. 

"15.04 
off without 
supervisor. 
of the unit 

Time Off Without Pay. A request for a day 
pay may-& submitteao the appropriate 

The Employer may approve if the efficiency 
will not be substantially impaired, the 

employee's work is up-to-date and clients/services will 
not be adversely affected. A request for more than five 
(5) consecutive workdays requires the approval of the 
department head as well as the supervisor." 

In support of their proposal, the Union again claims that 
their offer is consistent with current practice. The County 
instead requires one day advance notice. This would prevent 
employees, as they are currently doing, from maintaining pay 
when they cannot come to work due to incLcmcnt weather or due 
to other emergencies. The Union also submits this does not 
harm the Employer. 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: 

Article XVII 

"1. All. staff working full-time receive two (2) 
discretionary days. Staff who are regularly scheduled to 
work half-time or more, but less than full-time receive 
one (1) discretionary day. Employees who work less than 
haLI-time arc not entitLed to any discrctionnry days. 

"2. Staff must have approval of their supervisor at 
Least one day in advance to use discretionary time. 
Unused discretionary days cannot be carried into the 
foLLowing year and cannot be taken in conjunction with 
vacation. 

"3. Discretionary days accrue from January 1 to 
January 1. Staff hired prior to June 30 are allowed two 
(2) days or if at least half-time one (1) day. Staff 
hired after June 30 receive one (1) day if they are full- 
time and no days if they are at least half-time, but not 
fuL1 time. 
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"No reason need be given for taking of a discretion- 
ary day, except that the employer must be told that it is 
to be considered as such, otherwise the employee will not 
receive pay." 

The Employer states that presently an employee must have 
approval in advance, and their proposal is designed to state 
the minimum amount of pre-approval. This is supported by the 
Unified Board contract and the two Union comparables which 
grant discretionary days. 

The other difference is whether discretionary days can be 
taken in conjunction with vacations. This is current policy, 
and to allow them to be taken with vacation would be contrary 
to the purpose of discretionary days. They submit that discre- 
tionary days are not vacation days, but that the purpose of a 
discretionary day is to allow employees to conduct personal 
business which they cannot accomplish while they are working. 
In this regard, they note the contract covering the Unified 
Board of Grant and Iowa Counties prohibits the use of discre- 
tionary days in conjunction with vacation. 

Discussion. The comparables support the Employer 
here oz'the issue of prior approval. In addition, there is 
nothing unreasonable about not allowing such days to become 
extra vacation days. They are clearly intended for other 
purposes. 

25. Bereavement 

a. The Union. The Union proposes the following: -- 
Article 16 - 

"16.01 Leave Defined. Each employee shall be 
entitled to thS(3msof paid bereavement leave for 
the death of a spouse, child, parent, brother or sister. 
A one (1) day Leave shall be granted for the death of an 
in-law, grandparent, grandchild, nieces or nephews. 

"16.02 Additional Time. An employee may use 
earned sick leave days, earned vacation days, discretion- 
ary days or compensatory time for up to two (2) weeks 
during the period of grief, subject to approval by the 
supervisor." 

The Union notes that the main difference here is that 
under the Employer's offer, time off is granted to attend the 
funeral only. They suggest that the impact of this can mean 
that an employee who loses a spouse or child may be only grant- 
ed several hours off, and only on the day of the funeral. This 
is unreasonable in their view. 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: - 



The Employer notes that the Grant County Sheriff's De- 
partment contract contains a funeral leave provision which is 
identical. to the provision proposed by Grant County in the 
ProfessionaL Unit, and the Unified Board contract provides for 
“Up LU Lllrcc (3) C~LclKlar cl‘lys" LU ‘ILLCllCl LllC L'u11craL UT Lmmc- 
tli:lCc r:lmiLy, and Leave on the t1.1~ oE the Funcrnl. to nttcnd the 
funeral of an in-Law, grandparent or grandchild. Moreover, 
such a Limitation is not meant to be harsh since, if the pur- 
pose of bereavement Leave is to allow grief, three days is not 
much more than one. Instead, they see the purpose of bereave- 
ment Leave as to allow the employee to make arrangements for, 
and attend the funeral of, a relative without the additional 
hardship of loss of pay for the time necessary to make the 
arrangements and attend the funeral. Bereavement leave is not 
an attempt to ease the grief of the employee. They contend 
that this view is supported by the Union's own cornparables, 
specificaLLy LaCrosse County, Vernon County, RichLand County, 
Lafayette and Green County. 

C. Discussion. The difference here is slight. However, 
the Employer's otter has more support in the comparables. 

26. MiLitary Leave 

a. The Union. The Union proposes the following: -- 
ArticLe 17 - Military Leave - 

"17.01 All. reguLar employees shall be allowed to 
take time off from work to fulfill active duty military 
requirements annuaLLy if such orders are given by the 
miLitary unit. The employee shall be given the choice of 
accepting either the regular salary paid by the County or 
the military duty pay, whichever is to the employee's 
advantage. If the option is to accept the County's pay, 
then the military pay shaL1 be refunded to the County. 
If the option selected is to accept military pay, then 
the County's pay shaLL return to the County." 

In support of their proposaL, the Union states that they 
simpLy intend to retain current practice. On the other hand, 
the EmpLoyer alters this by placing a cap on military leave. 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: 

Article XI - 
"ALL regular employees shall be allowed to take time 

off from work to fulfill active duty military require- 
ments annually if such orders are given by the military 
unit. The employee shaLL be given the choice of accept- 
ing either the reguLar salary paid by the County or the 
military duty pay, whichever is to the employees' advan- 
tage. If the option is to accept the agency's pay, then 
the military pay shalL be refunded to the county. If the 



c. Discussion. The only difference here is whether 
there should be a cap on paid military leave. The comparables 
firmLy support the County. Where a military provision exists, 
thcrc is also n cap. 

27. Jury Duty -- 
a. The Union. The Union proposes the following: -- 

ArticLe 18 - 

"18.01 An employee selected to serve on a trial 
jury will be excused from employment for the time neces- 
sary to fulfill the obligation. The employee shall be 
given the choice of accepting either his/her regular 
salary paid by the County or the jury duty pay. If the 
option is to accept the County's pay, then the jury pay 
shall be refunded to the County and the employee is to 
return to work to complete the remainder of the work day. 
If the option is to keep the jury pay, then the County's 
pay shall return to the Employer and the employee is not 
expected to return to compLete the work day. With the 
approval of the supervisor, it is permissible to use 
discretionary days, vacation days or accumulated compen- 
satory time for jury duty." 

b. The Employer: The Employer proposes the following: - 
Article XII 

"An employee selected to serve on a trial jury will 
be excused from employment for the time necessary to 
fulfill the obligation. The employee shall be given the 
choice of accepting either his or her regular salary paid 
by the agency or the jury duty pay. If the option is to 
accept the County's pay, then the jury pay shall be 
refunded to the employing unit and the employee is to 
return to work to compLete the remainder of the work day. 
If the option is to keep the jury pay, then the agency's 
pay shall return to the employer and the employee is not 
expected to return to complete the work day. With the 
approval of the supervisor it is permissible to use 
personal days, vacation days or accumulated camp time for 
jury duty. The maximum pay in any year is 2 weeks' pay 
and the maximum pay in any Life is 8 weeks' pay." 

C. Discussion. The difference here is the County's 
proposal to place an annual cap of two weeks and a lifetime cap 
of eight weeks on jury duty pay. Where comparable contracts 
provide jury duty, they do so without a cap. Therefore, the 
Union's offer is preferred. 

28. Leaves of Absence - 
The Union's proposaL for Leaves of absence is contained 

in Article 19; the County's is contained in Article 20. They 
are identical. 

29. Wisconsin Retirement Fund 

a. The Union. The Union proposes the following: -- 
"20.01 The County shaL1 participate in the 

Wisconsin Retirement Fund. The County shall pay on 
behaLf of each eligible employee, all of the employee's 
required contribution in addition to any contribution 
required of the County." 
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The Union notes that whiLe the current County policy is 
to pay the entire cost of the employee's share, the County 
proposes to cap that contribution. Thus, the one percent 
increase in the empLoyees' share in 1986 would not be covered. 
They aLso draw attention to the fact that the County has agreed 
to pay the entire employee contribution for the employees of 
the Sheriff's Department in 1986. 

b. The Employer. - The Employer proposes the following: 

"Each empLoyee will come under the Wisconsin 
Retirement Pund, if they arc eLigibLe under the terms 
of the fund. The County wiLL pay the employee's share 
up to the statutory percentage in effect January 1, 
1984. " 

The EmpLoyer notes that the effect of the Union's lang- 
uage is to provide an automatic increase in the cost to the 
County in 1986. Without any bargaining over this provision, 
the Union wouLd receive a buiLt-in increase of the additional 
one percent of the employees' compensation. This should not be 
Iavored. In addition, they note that only two of the Union's 
comparables support an uncapped contribution. 

C. Discussion. While the Sheriff's contract does pay 
the empLoyee's contribution in effect on January 1, 1986, it 
does not do so by virtue of uncapped/open-ended contribution 
Language. This favors the County's position. In addition, the 
external comparables favor the Employer's position. Therefore, 
the Union's proposal. is less reasonable. 

30. Insurance 

a. The Union. _ The Union proposes the foLLowing: 

"21.01 The County agrees to provide health insur- 
ance coverage to aLL eLigibLe employees covered by this 
agreement at Least equal to the plan in effect on January 
1, 1984. The County may change insurance carriers and/or 
plans if it elects to do so, provided that the coverage 
and benefits remain the same or are better than the 
existing coverage and benefits. If the County is contem- 
ptlcing cl~on!&ng carr-icrs ilnd/or pl‘lns, 1t WLLL noLLry 
the Union of that fact, provide the Union with a copy of 
the proposed new pLan and will discuss the terms, condi- 
tions and coverage of the proposed new plan with the 
Union prior to any change. 

"The County shall pay the full cost of said insur- 
ance for the singLe plan or the following amounts toward 
the total. cost of the famiLy plan: 

"A) 55% effective I/1/84 
"B) 60% effective 7/l/84 
"C ) 65% effective l/1/85 
"D) 70% effective 7/l/85. 

"21.02 Effective January 1, 1985, the County shall 
offer to aLL eligible employees the option of participat- 
ing in an HMO as an aLternative to the standard insurance 
plan as cited in Section 21.01. As options, the County 
shaLL oIfcr :I plan with I,c*ncfits nncl covcrngc cqunl to or 
better than the HMO of Wisconsin plan offered to other 
County employees effective January 1, 1985, and a pLan 
with benefits and coverage equal to or better than the 
HMO MedicaL Associates (Dubuque) plan offered to other 
County empLoyees effective January 1, 1985. Changes in 
carriers and/or plans shall be made consistent with the 
requirements set forth in Section 21.01 above. Partici- 
pation in one of these HMO's shall be made available to 
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employees as soon as possible as allowed by the carrier. 
The County shaLL contribute an amount equal to the 
County's share towards the standard health insurance plan 
premium cited in Section 21.01 for either the single or 
family plans, provided that the County's contribution 
shaLL not exceed the appLicabLe HMO premium. 

"21.03 The County agrees to provide each eligible 
employee insurance for Life, accidental death and dismem- 
berment and disability at least equal to the plan(s) in 
effect on January 1, 1984. Changes in carriers and/or 
pLans shaL1 be made consistent with Section 21.01. The 
County shall pay the full cost of the premiums for said 
insurance. 

"21.04 The County shall continue to pay for the 
cost of liability insurance for the professional employ- 
ees in the Nurses Department as currently practiced." 

The Union claims that their proposal seeks to modestly improve 
the present insurance benefit while the County seeks to make an 
aLready inadequate plan worse. 

Presently, the County contributes the full cost of the 
premiums for the singLe pLan; currentLy $67.97. If an employee 
chooses the family plan -- the County contributes the same 
$67.97 towards the tot31 premium -- currently $145.13, for a 
pLan from Equitable Insurance. Under the County's proposal, 
the employees would stilL be limited to the Equitable plan. 
This is contrary to the choice the County offers other employ- 
ees. In 1985, all non-represented employees, as well as repre- 
sented employees in the Sheriff's Department, were offered the 
choice of three different insurance plans. The County contin- 
ued to offer the Equitable, as a standard plan, but also 
offered a choice of two HMO programs. They note that their 
proposal offers the employees the same choice and querries why 
the Employer refused to do the same, since they have offered 
the same to other employees and since under its offer, there 
would not be any cost to the County. 

Another difference in the offers is the criteria for 
changing carriers. The Union's offer provides that they may 
change carriers if the new plan is at least the same, and that 
they discuss the change with the Union first. They believe 
this is reasonable since negotiated levels of benefits should 
not be changed. The Union also questions the County's use of 
"cornparables" suggesting this is too broad. They believe their 
approach is consistent with all the comparables since all the 
comparables either allow change only by mutual agreement, or if 
change can be made, require the new plan to be at least equal; 
not simply comparable to the former plan. 

The remaining insurance issue is the level of contribu- 
tions. They note with respect to single coverage that the 
County has traditionally paid 100 percent, but under the Count- 
y's proposal they call for a cap at the 1985 level of contribu- 
tion. Thus, if the premium should rise during 1986, but prior 
to reaching a successor Labor agreement, the empLoyees for the 
first time, wiLL be required to contribute toward the single 
plan. 

With respect to the family level they note that in 1985 
the County contribution was $67.97 per month, or only 47 per- 
cent of the Equitable family plan. Based on this, they suggest 
that this is the lowest contribution level in this region, and 
perhaps the lowest level among County governments in the entire 
state. As an alternative, the Union proposes to gradually 
increase the contribution level for a family plan over the 
course of 1984 and 1985 until it is equal to the next lowest 
comparable -- Vernon County -- at 70 percent for the standard 
(Equitable) plan only -- not the other two plans. 
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They also, based on detailed analysis, argue that the 
EmpLoyer's calcuLations of the cost impact of the Employer's 
proposaL is incorrect. They contend that the annual impact on 
the entire bargaining unit is $19.53 per employee and is more 
than offset by the reduction the Employer enjoyed in the 1985 
single premium. 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: 

"The County will make available an employee health 
insurance plan, life and AD&D plan, and disability plan 
comparable to that in effect January 1, 1984. The County 
may select carriers, or self-insure in its discretion. 
The County will pay up to the amount charged by Equitable 
during 1985" for its Grant County coverage, per month 
toward employee coverage. Employees pay for dependent 
coverage. 

'I* Higher amounts paid before 1985 are not to be 
recovered by the County." 

The County first notes that Sheriff's Department employees pay 
[or the premium in cxccss of $85 in 1985, and thnt tho Unified 
Board has cut it ,s level of family health insurance premium 
contributions by 38 percent for employees hired after January 
1, 1983. Thus, employees hired after that date receive a total 
of $85 towards either the single or the family insurance prem- 
ium. 

They also explain why they did not propose to offer a 
choice of plans during the bargaining with this unit. Grant 
County offered the HMO health insurance option if the Union 
would agree to maintain the present health insurance premium 
sharing arrangements. The Union rejected the offer. With 
respect to premium contributions, they note that in its final 
offer, the County has offered to pay 100 percent of the premium 
for the single Equitable Standard Plan, which is the same 
amount of money the County pays toward the non-represented 
employee's insurance. 

With respect to the Union's proposal they argue they are 
asking for an increase of $33.62 per employee which is a cont- 
ribution of 44 percent more than the non-represented employees 
receive, 29 percent more than what the Sheriff's Department 
employees receive, and 20 percent more than Unified employees 
receive. This is too much in their opinion. When it is consi- 
dered that the Union is asking for $33.62 toward family insur- 
ance, a 15.1 percent wage increase, and language on every 
issue. In contrast, in 1985 when the Sheriff's Department 
settLed for $9.18 more toward family insurance, they also 
accepted a 3.3 percent increase, which made their increase over 
1984 and 1985 -- 7.3 percent, plus no onerous language provi- 
sions were forced on the County by the Sheriff's Department 
employees in that settlement. 

On the right to self insure, they direct attention to the 
fact that the Union's final offer is silent as to the County's 
right to self insure, and that two other counties have express 
Language permitting self funding. They argue such a right is 
an important aLternative to keeping health care costs down. 

Last, with respect to Nurses Liability insurance, they 
contend that the fact that their offer is silent is not a take- 
away. This is so since, in any event the County, is liable for 
the Nurse's actions, and liability insurance thus is for the 
County's protection -- not for the benefit of the employee. 

C. Discussion. First, it should be noted that there is 
no dispute as it relates to insurance for life, accidental 
death, dismemberment and disabiLity. Nor, does the Arbitrator 
believe the difference on Nurses Liability insurance significant 
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However, there is a major difference with respect to 
health insurance, and the bulk of the disagreement relates to 
the premium contribution LeveLs by the Employer. 

While the internal comparables tend to support the Em- 
pLoyer more than the Union, and while internals deserve signi- 
ficant weight, the proposal of the Employer is simply too far 
out of step with the external comparables for the internals to 
control. 

The EmpLoyer's contribution levels in the external comp- 
arables, especially in terms of the family premium -- both in 
terms of percentage and actual dollars -- is generally so much 
higher that the County's proposal is wholly unreasonable. For 
exampLe, as the Union notes, Vernon County has the lowest 
contribution of the counties in the appropriate comparables 
group at JO percent, or $138.82. The highest employer contri- 
bution in terms of percent is 100, 
doLLars is $240.80. 

and the highest in terms of 
In fact, the average percentage among the 

Union's cornparables for 1985 is slightly over 90 percent, and 
the average doLlar contribution per employer is slightly less 
than $190. This is a far cry from the 70 percent of the $145 
total premium, or $101.59, that the Union is asking the Employ- 
er to pay. 

31. Training ahd Development 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

"22.01 If the County continues to provide opportu- 
nities for job related training and employee development, 
reimbursement for expenses related to such activities 
shaLL be made consistent with the current practices." 

The Union is simpLy proposing that if the County contin- 
ues to offer opportunities for job-related training and employ- 
ee deveLopment programs, that it will reimburse employees for 
the expenses relating to such activity as it does now. The 
County does not propose to continue its practice and thus, they . 
suggest this is another takeaway. 

b. The Employer. The Employer objects to the Union's 
use or thephrase "current practice". In their opinion, it is 
ambiguous. Moreover, they suggest that if the County is locked 
into a "current practice" with regard to training expenses, 
employees may miss out on training opportunities for which they 
would have voluntarily picked up part of the expenses. 

C. Discussion. This is an issue which does not have any 
lmcIlningIuL Impact oil the oCCcrs as a whole. 

32. Travel and Expense ALLowances; Physical 

a. The Union. -- The Union proposes the following: 

"23.01 EmpLoyees who in the course of their duties 
are authorized to attend conferences, seminars or conduct 
business for the EmpLoyer, shall receive allowances and 
expenses as provided in this Article, consistent with the 
current practices. 
of reimbursement, 

Should the County increase the level 
above those established herein, for 

other County empLoyees, 
this bargaining unit. 

said increase shall also apply to 

"A) Mileage. 
"B) 

Twenty-two cents (0.22$) per mile; 
MeaLs: 
Fpper -- up to $10.00 per receipt; 

. Lunch -- up to $4.50 per receipt; 

2: 
Breakfast -- up to $3.50 per receipt; 
Banquets -- per receipt. 
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"Note: Social Workers shall also be reimbursed 
for the cost of meals taken in Grant County while on 
County business pursuant to the policy in effect 
prior to May, 1983. 

"C ) Reasonable hotel or motel expenses per receipt. 
"D) Other employment expenses, related to 

authorized conferences, seminars and business for the 
Employer, such as registration or parking fees shall be 
reimbursed to the employee pursuant to the current 
practices. Where possible, all such fees shall be paid 
in advance by the County." 

Article 24 - 
"24.01 Physicals. The County shall pay up to $25 

toward the cost of physicals required by the-County or 
statute. The examination may be taken at the facility of 
the employee's choice." 

The Union argues that their proposal, in this regard, 
merely seeks to continue present practice with respect to 
expenses and physicals. They believe the County's proposal is 
more limited and could result in unilateral benefit cuts. In 
fact, one such benefit was changed during the organizing camp- 
aign. Prior to May, 1983, Social Workers were reimbursed for 
meals eaten in Grant County outside of Lancaster during the 
course of conducting County business. 

b. The Employer. The EmpLoyer proposes the following: 

"Travel, meals, and physical exams, shall be paid as 
provided by County-wide poLicy, as it exists as of June 1, 
1984, or as it may be changed after June 1, 1984 by County 
hoard action, provided s(tch change is county-wide." 

Without using these exact words, the County suggests the Un- 
ion's proposal in general is a one-way street. Their level of 
expenses can only go down. With respect to mileage, they argue 
that 0.22$ per miLe is excessive and supported by only one 
comparable. 

Regarding meaLs and the change in the meal policy, the 
County directs attention to the fact that the WERC found that 
there was no vioLation of Law when they changed their meal 
policy. Instead, it was a matter of economics. They also 
contend that the comparables support their proposal. The Vern- 
on and Sauk County contracts contain no provision for meal 
reimbursement. The Lafayette and Columbia County contracts, 
and both of the Green County final offers, provide that employ- 
ees wiLL only be reimbursed for meals taken outside of the 
county. The Crawford contract requires that the meals be 
outside of Prairie du Chien and be work related. The Iowa, 
Lacrosse, and Richland contracts do not state the meal reim- 
bursement policy for those counties. 

C. Discussion. It is the opinion of the Arbitrator that 
the offers on this sub'ect are in relative equilibrium -- both 
have equaLLy unreasona le aspects. ik It is unreasonable to have 
all the negotiated benefits subject to unilateral decreases. 
This weighs against the Employer. On the other hand, the 
Union's proposal for meaL reimbursement is not justified in the 
comparables. Thus, the competing differences on this issue 
wiLL not have a significant impact on the offers as a whole. 
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33. Base Wages and Classifications -- - 
a. The Union. The Union proposes the foLLowing: -__ 

"25.01 The CLassification and compensation schedule 
shaLL be made a part of this Agreement and attached hereto 
as Appendix "A". 

"25.02 RecLassifications. 
1 An empLoyee classified as a Social Worker 
I'shaLL be recLassified to a Social Worker II 
on CompLetion of state requirements unless 
said requirements are waived, and at least 
one (1) year's service as a Social Worker I 
with Grant County. 

2. Employees so reclassified and employees 
who are promoted to a higher classification 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, 
shaLL be pLaced on that step in the wage 
schedule set forth in Appendix A that results 
in n pay incrcasc and shall progress throtlgll 
the schedule consistent with the time between 
the incrementaL steps. 

3. EmpLoyees demoted to a lower classifica- 
tion, pursuant to the terms of this agreement 
shaLL be placed at the step in the wage 
scheduLe set forth in Appendix "A", commensu- 
rate with their seniority and shall progress 
through the schedule consistent with the time 
between the incremental steps. 

4. EmpLoyees transferred to another position 
in the same CLassification, pursuant to the 
terms of this Agreement, shall continue to 
progress through the schedule for their 
cLassification." 

APPENDIX A 
HourLy Rates of PZjFFfFZtive January 1, 1984 --- 

A. Position 

Social Worker 
Social Worker 
Social Worker 
Social Worker 

After After After 
Start 6 Mos. 12 Mos. 24 Mos. -- -- -- 

1 5.88 6.17 6.48 6.80 
II 6.82 7.07 7.32 7.57 
III 9.18 9.43 9.68 9.93 
IV 9.18 9.43 9.68 9.93 

Asst. Dist. Atty. 7.96 8.21 8.46 8.71 
Home Health Nurse 7.31 7.56 7.81 8.06 
PubLic Health Nurse I 7.31 7.56 7.81 8.06 
Public Health Nurse II 7.71 7.96 8.21 8.46 

"B. EmpLoyees shaLL be placed on the wage schedule in their 
proper CLassification, consistent with their length of 
service and Section 25.02, if applicable, effective January 
1, 1984. Employees shalL progress through the wage schedule 
during the term of this Agreement consistent with its 
provisions. However, employees whose pre-contract wage rate 
on January 1, 1984, was equal to or greater than the "After 
24 Months" step for their CLassification, as cited in 
Appendix A, effective January 1, 1984, shall receive a five 
percent (5%) wage increase effective January 1, 1984, and an 
additionaL five percent (5%) increase effective January 1, 
1985, unLess such an empLoyee was promoted or demoted during 
1984/1985, in which case the employee shall then be placed 
on the wage schedule consistent with the terms of this 
Agreement effective when the action was taken. 
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"Steven Obershaw shall be placed at the "After 24 Mos." step 
for Social Worker II upon his entry into the bargaining unit 
on or about February 11, 1985." 

Hourly Rates of Pay Effective July 1, 1984 --- -- 
After After 

A. Position Start -- 6 Mos. 12 Mos. 

Social Worker I 6.12 6.42 6.74 
SociaL Worker II 7.09 7.35 7.61 
SociaL Worker III 9.18 9.43 9.68 
Social Worker IV 9.18 9.43 9.68 
Asst. Dist. Atty. 8.28 8.54 8.80 
Home Health Nurse 7.31 7.56 7.81 
I'~11~l.i~ llcal th Nurse T 7.31 7.56 7.81 
Public HeaLth Nurse II 7.71 7.96 8.21 

Hourly Rates of Pay Effective January L 1985 --- 
After After 

A. Position Start 6 Mos. Mos. 12 

Social Worker I 6.30 6.61 6.94 
Social Worker II 7.30 7.57 7.84 
Social. Worker III 9.64 9.90 10.16 
Asst. Dist. Atty. 8.53 8.80 9.06 
Home Health Nurse 7.68 7.94 8.20 
Public HeaLth Nurse I 7.68 7.94 8.20 
Public Health Nurse II 8.10 8.36 8.62 

Hourly Rates of Pay Effective July 1, 1985 -__-- - - 
After After 

A. Position Start 6 Mos. Mos. 12 

Social Worker I 6.55 6.87 7.22 
Social Worker II 7.59 7.87 8.15 
Social Worker III 9.64 9.90 10.16 
Asst. Dist. Atty. 8.87 9.15 9.42 
Home HeaLth Nurse 7.68 7.94 8.20 
Public HeaLth Nurse I 7.68 7.94 8.20 
Public Health Nurse II 8.10 8.36 8.62 

After 
Mos. 24 

7.09 
7.87 
9.93 
9.93 
9.06 
8.06 
8.06 
8.46 

After 
24 Mos. 

7.30 
8.11 

10.43 
9.33 
8.46 
8.46 
8.88 

After 
24 Mos. 

7.59 
8.43 

10.43 
9.70 
8.46 
8.46 
8.88 

The Union's arguments on wages and classification is 
extensive. The first difference which they highlight is that 
the EmpLoyer's wage schedule indicates that the wage rates are 
"minimum rates of pay". Based on this, the Union suggests that 
this has-the effect of proposing no wage schedule at all since 
the Employer couLd continue, as they have been, paying differ- 
ent rates for identicaL cLassifications. Thus, there would be 
no standardization in rates or no rationale and equitable 
compensation structure. They believe this a serious flaw in 
the EmpLoyer's offer. 

With respect to the Union's wage schedule, they believe 
it brings a workabLe system to the "chaotic" state OI the 
County's pay policy. For instance, they believe their four 
step pay plan is more reasonabLe than the County's two step 
pLan since: (1) it compensates employees for the refinement 
and knowledge gained through two years of service as a profes- 
sional employee, and (2) it is much more consistent with other 
professional empLoyee's pay scheduLes than the County's offer. 
In this regard, they note that no comparables pay schedule 
requires a one year period for the first increase like the 
County's. 
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Another difference in offers relates to movement through 
the schedule. In this respect, the Union’s offer estabLishes a 
uniform set of rules for movement within the pay schedule. It 
outlines how placement on the wage schedule will be made in 
transfers, promotions or demotions and how movement wiLL be 
achieved between steps, whereas the County’s offer, at Appendix 
A, provides a cryplic rclcrcncc to such cllallgc. 

In developing their wage offer the Union indicates it 
tried to address four problems: (a) lack of a coherent struc- 
ture; (b) a wage disparity among employees in the same classi- 
fication; (c) inequitable relationships between classifica- 
tions; and (d) inequitabLe reLationships between cLassifica- 
tions in Grant County compared to other counties. In addition, 
they had to address a need for “catch-up”. The impact of 
catch-up was phased in as well through split increases, and 
internaL and external equity was accomplished by giving some 
empLoyees raises at some stages and not others. 

With respect to the County's offer, they note that in 
1984, the County’s offer does not provide a general wage inc- 
rease, thus, more than half the bargaining unit will suffer 
from a pay freeze. Some adjustments are proposed to the re- 
maining employees. The approximate cost for the entire year of 
these adjustments is 2.7 percent. The rates in the Sheriff’s 
Department were increased ranging from 3.6 to 4.8 percent in 
1984. Accordingly, they argue that the County is proposing 
that the employees pay to correct the wage inequities of their 
co-workers. These are inequities created by the County. In 
addition, they contend the County's efforts at equity are 
minimal since instead of ten different Social Worker II rates, 
their proposal contains seven. 

Last, in terms of intra-unit comparisons, they assert 
there is disparate treatment of Home Health Nurses. Under the 
County's proposal, the County proposes that those working less 
than haLf-time earn more than those working more than half-time 
or full-time. They suggest this is a rather unusual approach 
to compensation. The difference is 0.26$ per hour or 3.1 
percent higher (1984). On the other hand the Union has pro- 
posed equal pay -- since they are performing equal work. The 
duties do not differ at aLL between these two groups. In 
surveying other counties, it was found that most pay uniform 
wage rates regardless of the number of hours worked. In the 
two instances where there is a difference, such casual employ- 
ees are paid Less than empLoyees working more hours. 

The Union believes the most significant evidence relates 
to the relationship between this unit and the comparables. 
First, they helievc these comparisons to be vnl.id since there 
is specific uniformity among the cornparabLes relating to the 
job title and work performed -- among Social Workers and At- 
torneys -- an Assistant District Attorney in Grant County per- 
forms the same type of work as an Assistant District Attorney 
in any of the comparables. As for Nurses, this is more diffi- 
cuLt, but nonetheless, they believe they have put forth reli- 
abLe evidence. 

Based on these comparisons, the Union argues the evidence 
demonstrates that the classifications in this unit rank last or 
nearLy Last in compensation. This, in spite of the fact that 
Grant County ranks high in all. the demographic considerations, 
and that it empLoys more empLoyees in each oT the respective 
CLassifications than almost alL other comparables. Also, there 
hns hecn o.pnttern of wage increases over the Last three years, 
and that no cornparabLe classification faced a freeze in 1984, 
as proposed by Grant County. 

They also make some comparisons for specific classifica- 
tions. Among Social. Worker I's, Grant County's compensation 
Level is the lowest. The Union's offer will narrow the differ- 
ence by the end of the contract. However, although only La- 
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Crosse County empLoys more SociaL Worker I's than Grant, the 
1985 rate will still. be Last and about one dollar Less than the 
average wage; the County's offer is even lower. The result is 
similar for Social Worker II. Grant County employs more em- 
ployees in this classification than any other comparable. It 
ranks at the bottom when 1983 is viewed. It ranked last in 
1983 by the end of the contract term, the ranking remains 
virtuaLLy the same with only Lafayette County paying Less. The 
1985 County offer is nearly two dollars less than the average 
wnp,c -- the Union's about one doLLnr. The County's offer would 
pLace Social Worker II's nearLy 0.60$ less than Lafayette, with 
whom in 1983 they were nearly equivalent. Thus, under the 
County's offer, their position would significantly deteriorate. 
With respect to Social Worker III's, they note that not many 
counties employ them. Nonetheless, Grant County has historic- 
aLLy been cLose to the average. The Union would maintain that 
relationship. The 1985 Union offer of $10.43 is 0.22$ below 
the average rate of $10.65. The County's offer would cause the 
Social Worker III classification to be compensated at nearly 
$1.50 Less than the average. 

With respect to the Assistant District Attorney, the 
Union asserts that the current LeveL of compensation for these 
Attorneys is "absurd." In fact there are no Assistant District 
Attorney's paid Less than those in Grant. Under either offer, 
they stiLL wouLd be last by far. The $8.74 maximum rate pro- 
posed by the County in 1985 is $2.00 Less than the average 
start rate for the cornparabLes. The Union's offer wouLd place 
this to within a dollar. The County's maximum rate offer is 
more than $3.50 Less than the maximum rate average. 

A simiLar situation, in their opinion, exists with res- 
pect to Nurses. WhiLe their standing among the comparables was 
not as disparate as other CLassifications, their ranking among 
the comparables is stiLL inferior and improper. Although not 
ranked Last in 1983, the County's offer would place Home Health 
Nurses squarely in last pLace in 1985. Under the Union's 
offer, their ranking would be sixth out of nine cornparables. 
The County's offer is more than a dollar Less than the average 
maximum rate; the Union's offer is somewhat cLoser. Public 
HeaLth Nurse II's fare no better under the County's proposal. 
The 1983 (and current) rate OIZ $8.06 was eighth out of ten 
counties. By 1985, the County would have that ranking drop to 
ninth pLace. The Union's offer on the other hand, retains the 
eighth pLace ranking while narrowing the gap between it and 
seventh ranked Crawford County. 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following 
with respect to wages: 

Article XXIV 

ication shall be "The minimum rates of pay by classif 
as shown in Appendix A." 

Appendix A - 
January 1, 1984 

CLassifications Hire End of Probation -- 
1. SociaL Workers 9~ 

I 6.63 6.96 
II 6.96 7.31 

III 8.46 8.89 

": Social Workers advance from I to II on compLetion of 
state requirements, and at Least one year's service with 
the County. Advancement to III is discretionary with the 
County. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

Asst. District Attorneys 

Public HeaLth Nurse B 

8.06 8.46 

I 7.31 7.80 
II 7.68 8.06 

$c Pllhlic Hcnlth Nllrqes advance from T to TT in the County's 
discretion. 

Home Health Nurse 

Over l/2 time 7.06 7.80 
Less than l/2 time 7.31 8.06 

Persons above scale wiIL be red-circled at their present 
regular rates. 

Persons transferred to a different pay grade receive credit for 
pay purposes for time spent in former pay grade. 

Classifications 

January L 1985 

Hire End of Probation -- 

1. Social. Workers -h- 

I 6.91 7.24 
II 7.24 7.59 

III 8.74 9.17' 

-'- SociaL Workers advance from I to II on completion of 
state requirements, and at least one year's service with 
the County. Advancement to III is discretionary with the 
County. 

2. Asst. District Attorneys 8.34 8.74 

3. Public Health Nurse -'c 

I 7.58 8.08 
II 7.96 8.34 

-k Public Health Nurses advance from I to II in the County's 
discretion. 

4. Home Health Nurse 

Over l/2 time 7.34 8.08 
Less than l/2 time 7.59 8.34 

Persons above scale on January 1, 1985 will receive a 0.28$ 
per hour increase. 

Persons transferred to a different pay grade receive credit for 
pay purposes for time spent in former pay grade. 

In support of their economic package the County makes 
extensive arguments. As background, they estimate the cost of 
the Union's two year wage package at 15.1 percent. On the 
other hand, the County's offer contains a wage "freeze" in 1984 
and a 0.28$ raise in 1985. However, because of the various 
rates of pay among the employees in each department, the actual 
percentage increases to the employees for 1984 and 1985 is 8.8 
percent. The wage freeze under the County's offer is consist- 
ent for all of its employees, represented and nonrepresented -- 
except the Sheriff's Department. It is their contention that 
that wage freeze was necessary and justified by the economic 
conditions of Grant County and the Iowa counties to which many 
Grant County residents commute. 
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These economic conditions include an increasingly severe 
problem of delinquent real. estate property taxes. Property tax 
delinquencies in Grant County have nearly doubled from 1982 to 
1984. This is one of the most severe in the state, while only 
one of the Union's cornparabLes was within the top ten counties 
in terms of increases. Another factor is declining land 
prices. There was a 22 percent drop between 1982 and 1984. 
Moreover, none of the nine comparable counties proposed by the 
Union shows a drop which is greater than that in Grant County. 
Lacrosse, Lafayette and Iowa counties showed increases of 21, 
18 and 13 percent, respectively; Green, Richland and Sauk 
dropped Less than five percent; Columbia and Crawford dropped 
Less than ten percent. 

ALSO part of the economic picture is the increasing 
number of business cLosures and bankruptcies. The economic 
downturn affecting Grant County is also reflected in the wages 
and benefits paid by private sector employers in Grant County. 
They cite wage reductions at Loudspeaker Component Corporation 
as weLL as wage figures from the Department of Administra- 
tion. Based on this, they note that in 1982 there was a pat- 
tern of Local government wages being slightly higher than 
private industry. However, by the second quarter of 1984, the 
average weekly wage for private industry in Grant County had 
dropped to $181.05, from $204.98, while the average weekly wage 
for Local government employees had increased from $235 to 
$270.12. Moreover, they contend that pattern is not followed 
in the remaining seven counties in the nearby area for which 
there is data. In all of the remaining counties shown, the gap 
between private coverage and local government coverage remains 
quite smaLL. Thus, a 1984 wage freeze, in their opinion, is 
prudent. 

They also note that the Unified Board of Grant and Iowa 
Counties also implemented a wage freeze in 1984 for all of its 
empLoyees, and in 1985, the Unified Board increased the wages 
of its unit employees by 0.28$ per hour, and its other employ- 
ees by 0.38$ per hour. This is significant in their mind since 
the Unified Board is subject to the same economic conditions as 
Grant County. In this same vein, they note that even the 
AFSCME ProfessionaL Unit at the state empLoyee Level agreed to 
a wage freeze for 1985, and that AFSCME further agreed to a 
3.84 percent increase for the period of June 1984 to June 1985. 
Likewise, the AFSCME employees in Dane County agreed to a 1985 
contract in which they gave up fuLL health insurance benefits 
for part-time employees and accepted a four percent pay inc- 
rease for the year. Additionally, in Clayton County, Iowa, the 
Union in one county unit bargained for a one year wage freeze. 
In another unit in CLayton County, the Union agreed to an 
increase of 0.28$ over a three year period. 

SpecificaLly, with respect to wages, they review again 
the increase in Clayton County, Iowa and the Loudspeaker Compo- 
nrnt Corporation. With respect to the Sheriff's Department 
settlement, they note that the employees received an increase 
ranging from 0.20$ to 0.28$ per hour in 1984. The average 
percentage increase was 3.9 percent. In 1985, the Sheriff's 
Department increases ranged from 0.16$ to 0.23$ per hour for an 
average increase of 3.3 percent. The average percentage inc- 
rease for the Sheriff's Department employees for both years is 
7.3 percent, or 1.5 percent less than the average increase 
under the County's wage proposaL to its professional employees 
and much lower than the Union's proposaL. 

They aLso point out that the Union is seeking more of an 
increase than was granted in the Union's own comparables. For 
instance in Iowa County, there was no increase in the starting 
or six month Social Worker rates in either 1984 or 1985. The 
Social Workers received a O.lO$ per hour increase in 1984 and a 
0.20$ per hour increase in 1985. This amounts to an average 
increase over both years of 3.2 percent, using the maximum 
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rates shown in the contract. Using the actual wage rates of 
Iowa County Social Workers, the actual average increase is 4.1 
percent over the two years. Also with respect to Iowa County, 
the Social Workers annual income increased due to an increase in 
hours from 35 to 40. They also note, based on an annuaLized 
basis, that there is not as big of a difference between the 
wages paid by Grant County and the counties relied on by the 
Union. For example, in Vernon County, Social Worker's at the 
top of the rate earn $7.93 per hour. At 37 l/2 hours per week, 
this is an annual income of $15,463. A Grant County Social 
Worker I at the top of the scaLe in 1985 will earn $7.24 per 
hour or $15,059 annually. While the difference in hourly rates 
between Vernon and Grant County's is 9.5 percent, the annual 
income of Vernon County Social Worker is only 2.7 percent 
greater than their counterparts in Grant County. 

Also noted is that the Columbia County Social Workers 
received an average increase of 5.8 percent over 1984 and 1985; 
Sauk County Social Workers and Nurses received an average 
increase of 6.5 percent for 1984 and 1985; the Crawford County 
Social Workers received an average increase of 6.8 percent. 
The remaining four counties granted the following average inc- 
reases for the two year period: Lacrosse Social Workers -- 8.3 
percent; Vernon Social Workers -- 8.6 percent; Richland Social 
Workers -- 8.7 percent; Lafayette Social Workers and Nurses -- 
11 percent. Accordingly, the average increase among the Un- 
ion's comparables is 7.5 percent. Thus, the Union's increase 
is more than double this average. Even the Largest percentage 
increase in hourly wages for the two year period given by one 
of the Union's cornparables (Lafayette County -- 11 percent) 
does not come close to the Union's proposed 15.1 percent increase. 

Regarding Nurses they propose that non-probationary Pub- 
lic Health Nurse I's earn $7.80 per hour in 1984, and $8.08 per 
hour in 1985. Public Health Nurse II's would earn $8.06 per 
hour in 1984, and $8.34 per hour in 1985. Home Health Nurses 
who work more than half time would earn $7.80 in 1984, and 
$8.08 in 1985. Home Health Nurses who are Less than half time 
and therefore do not receive any fringe benefits, would receive 
$8.06 in 1984, and $8.34 per hour in 1985. The Union has 
proposed that Public Health Nurse I's at the end of 1984 earn 
$8.06, and by the end of 1985 earn $8.46. Public Health Nurse 
II's would earn $8.46 and $8.88 in the two years. Home Health 
Nurses would earn $8.06 and $8.46. The Union has not made a 
distinction between Home Health Nurses who are more or Less 
than half time. Non-probationary nurses working for the Uni- 
fied Board earned $8.06 in 1984, and earn $8.44 in 1985. Two 
of the nine counties on which the Union relies have represented 
nurses: Lafayette and Sauk Counties. In 1984, Lafayette Home 
Health Nurses at the top of the scale made $0.03 Less than 
Grant County is offering its Home Health Nurses who are more 
than half time. Four of the seven Grant Home Health Nurses are 
Less than half time, and would receive $8.06 per hour for 1984. 
They would be earning 0.29$ more than their Lafayette counter- 
parts. 

In 1985, Lafayette Home Health Nurses at the top of the 
scale would earn O.lO$ more than the three Grant County Home 
HeaLth Nurses who are more than half time. The four Grant 
County Home Health Nurses working Less than half time would be 
earning 0.16$ per hour more than their Lafayette counterparts 
in 1985. Lafayette Public Health Nurse II's earned 0.16$ less 
than Grant County is offering its Public Health Nurse II's in 
1984. In 1985, Lafayette Public Health Nurse II's would earn 
0.02$ Less than Grant County Public Health Nurse II's under the 
County's offer. Lafayette has no Public Health Nurse 1's. 
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The Sauk County Nurses are making a higher hourly wage 
than Grant County has offered its Nurses. However, Sauk County 
Nurses work 38.75 hours per week. The annualized salary of 
Sauk County Public Health Nurse I's and II's is 5.9 and 5.6 
percent higher than Grant County Public Health Nurses, respect- 
ively. 

They also analyze the offers with respect to Assistant 
District Attorneys. They offer the following, noting that the 
Union h;~s claimed that the Labor market for Attorneys is na- 
tional, or at least statewide. They suggest that the labor 
market for Attorneys appears to be quite slim at present, since 
two of the three former Assistant District Attorneys for Grant 
County who have left the County within the last three years, 
have filed unemployment wage claims with the County after 
Leaving. Accordingly, the job market for Attorneys leaving 
Grant County appears quite weak. In addition, the Assistant 
District Attorney position in Grant County has traditionally 
been a "stepping stone" position. The three District Attorn- 
eys, prior to the incumbents, each worked for approximately two 
years before leaving the position. The Grant County Assistant 
District Attorney position is typically filled by a recent law 
school. graduate looking for some necessary experience and plan- 
ning on moving on to a higher paid position. The position OI 
Assistant District Attorney in Grant County cannot be compared 
with positions which are viewed as career positions. 

The last argument on wages relates to the historical 
relationship of Grant County wages rates to those in Richland 
County. They believe that historical relationship should be 
followed in this case and their offer is closer to that rela- 
tionship. In 1984, Richland County highway employees received 
wages which averaged 13 percent higher than those of Grant 
County highway employees. In 1985, Richland wages were 12.6 
percent higher than those of Grant County. In the Sheriff's 
Department in 1984, RichLand County deputies, dispatchers, 
jailers and secretaries received wages which averaged 16.9 
percent higher than those received by Grant County deputies, 
dispatchers, jailers and secretaries. Under the County's and 
Union's final offer for Richland County Sheriff's Department 
employees for 1985, the average difference of both offers' 
wages over those of the Grant County employees is 16.95 percent 
in 1985. 

The Richland County Social Worker I's and II's in 1984 
received wages which are 16 percent higher than those offered 
by the County to its Social. Worker I's and II's in Grant. By 
comparison, the Union's final offer results in a difference of 
only 10.7 percent between the two counties. In 1985, the 
Richland County Social Worker I's and II's received wages which 
averaged 16.2 percent higher than those offered by Grant County 
to Social Worker I's and 11's. Under the Union's final offer 
for 1985, the difference between the Richland and Grant County 
Social. Workers would only be 7.9 percent. 

C. Discussion. Based on what the Arbitrator has found 
to be the appropriate comparables, the Unions' wage rate and 
classification proposal. is preferred because it is most con- 
sistent with the comparables. Much of the County's case here 
rests on the idea that local economic conditions in Grant 
County are worse than elsewhere -- therefore, the wage rates 
should be less than elsewhere. Even assuming for the sake of 
argument a lower wage rate is justified for professional em- 
ployees in Grant County, the wage rates under the Union's offer 
are in fact lower, and relatively speaking, the wage rates 
under the EmpLoyer's offer are so much lower that they cannot 
be justified. In arriving at this conclusion the Arbitrator 
concentrated on hourly wage rates, and not wage increases or 
annualized earnings. Annualized earnings are obviously a mis- 
Leading and inaccurate method of comparison when there is a 
wide variety of hours. With respect to annual wage increases, 
they are most useful when comparing wage rates that are within 
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a reasonabLe range of each other in the first place. Here the 
wage Levels in Grant County are so far behind the pack that it 
is ,,ot I-casonabLc to say tllc CIIIpLoyccs should bc hcLcl to the 
same wage increases as other enpLoyees doing similar work in 
cornparabLe employers. Obviously if there is a need for catch- 
up the wage LeveL increase wiLL necessarily have to be large. 
Thus, the mere increases at the Unified Board cannot be given 
as much weight as information related to wages levels for 
similar employees in the comparables. 

Thus, the question is which offer results in the most 
reasonable wage levels given all of the relevant circumstances. 
In this regard, the maximum rates are considered most important 
since they will be the ending rate under the contract and since 
empLoyees ultimateLy arrive at the maximum rate. 

The most indicative classification here is Social Worker 
II, since more people are employed in this classification than 
any other single unit, and since all Social Worker I's even- 
tualLy advance to this classification if they satisfy certain 
rcquircmcnts. At the end of 1985, the average rate for Social 
Worker II's in the Union's cornparabLes will be $9.35 per hour 

even if the Employer wins in Green County. The high is 
$;0.61 the low is $8.18, and the median is $9.60. Under the 
Union'S offer, the maximum wage rate for a Social Worker II 
will. be $8.43, or 0.92$ per hour, or nearly 11 percent lower 
than the average. The Employers' offer would be $1.76 per 
hour, or nearly 19 percent Lower. If the average employee 
worked the same number of hours per year as the normal full- 
time person (2,080) this would mean a person in Grant County 
doing similar work would earn $3,600 less per year. Again, 
even assuming Grant County has economic differences with the 
comparables, they are not so different to justify such a great 
disparity in wage rates. 

It is noted as well that a very similar disparity exists 
at the Social Worker I LeveL. The average rate is $8.53, 
including the Employer's final offer in Green County with a 
rage from $7.60 to $9.49, a median of $8.82. The Union's offer 
is $7.59, 0.94$, or 11 percent less per hour than the average. 
The Employer's offer is $7.24, or $1.29, or 15 percent less 
than the average. Again while differences might be justified, 
an 11 percent difference is more reasonable than a 15 percent 
difference. 

Somewhat similar disparities also exist -- but not as 
great for Home Health Nurses and Public Health Nurse II. Even 
under the Union's offer the Home Health Nurses would earn more 
than $1.00 less per hour than the average ($8.46 versus $9.47). 
The Employer, for full-time employees, would be $1.39 per hour 
Less, or 14.6 percent less. Public Health Nurses would fare 
somewhat better under the Union's offer, they would only be 
0.71$ below the average. Under the Employer's offer they would 
be $1.25 beLow. It should be noted as well that an even great- 
er disparity exists for Assistant District Attorneys. 

2. Little weight can be given to the historical wage 
relationship analysis relative to Richland. That argument 
rests on the assumption that Grant County wage levels were 
reasonable in the first place. The evidence shows they were 
not. 

3. The Arbitrator utilized the Iowa County rates 
printed in the contract and found them more reliable than 
proposed County Exhibit 69. 
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A) After three (3 ) years of service -- O.O3$/hour; 
B) After five (5) years of service -- O.Ob$/hour; 
C) After ten (10) years of service -- O.Og$/hour; 
D) After fifteen (15) years of service -- O.l2$/hour; 
E) After twenty ( 20) years of service -- O.l5$/hour. 

"The Longevi_:ty pay cited herein shaLl. be added to 
the base rates ol: each e1igibLe employee. The hourly 
rates set forth in this section are total amounts and 
are not cumulative. 

In addition to more reas0nabl.e wage levels, the Union has 
the more typical. advancement structure and is more typical in 
its lack of "minimum rates." 

34. Longevity 

a. The Union. The Union proposes the following: -- 
"25.03 Lo;gevity Pa;. All employees shall receive 

longevity pay su Ject to t e following terms: 

"Longevity pay shall be effective on the first day 
of the calendar year following completion of the required 
Length of service." 

The Union bases longevity pay on length of service with 
the County, thus, payment of longevity is not affected by 
changes in classifications or position. They believe this is 
typicaL of the operations of comparable Longevity plans. The 
County adds an additional requirement, however. An employee 
must be "in their present job assignment for twelve months" to 
qualify for such pay. What does "job assignment" mean? Does 
this mean classification or job duties? In either case, it is 
unfair. If a Home Health Nurse with ten years of service 
becomes a Public Health Nurse, why should they be denied longe- 
vity pay for twelve months or Longer? If a Social Worker II 
transfers as a Social Worker II to another work unit, why 
should they be denied longevity pay? What if the duties of an 
Assistant District Attorney change? Is this a new "job assign- 
ment", such that (s)he would be denied longevity pay? They 
also assert that such a proposal is not consistent with current 
procedures. 

b. The Employer. The Employer proposes the following: 

"22.01 All employees shall receive longevity pay 
subject to the following terms4: 

A) After three (3) years of service -- O.O3$/hour; 
B) kfter five (51 years of service -- O.O6$/hour; 
C) After ten (10) years of service -- O.Og$/hour; 
D) After fifteen (15) years of service -- O.lZ$/hour; 
E) After twenty (20) years of service -- O.l4$/hour. 

"The longevity pay cited herein shall not be added 
to the base rates of each eligible employee. The amounts 
are not cumulative; after 20 years; the total amount is 
0.14$ per hour. 

"Longevity pay shall be effective on the first day 
of the calendar year following completion of the required 
length of service, provided the employee has been in 
their present job assignment for twelve months." 

4. The County's Section 22.01 is amended by the cover 
letter to the final offer dated January 25, 1985. 
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The County notes that only three of the Union's claimed 
cornparables provide for any Longevity pay. In Columbia County, 
employees with three years of service receive $45 per year 
(Columbia County, Section 7.1). The maximum amount of longevi- 
ty pay in Columbia is $240. Sauk County also pays $45 after 
three years of service and $15 per year thereafter (Sauk cont- 
ract, Section 13.011. Crawford County pays longevity in terms 
of percentage of base pay. After three years, Crawford County 
empLoyees receive 1 to 1.25 percent of their base pay as longe- 
vity. 

The Union's provision on Longevity requires that the 
Longevity be included as base pay. The County's offer states 
that the longevity shall not be added to the base pay rates. 
None of the three counties which have any longevity include 
that longevity in base pay. In each instance, the longevity is 
paid as a bonus or Lump sum amount. Thus, they contend that 
the Union's proposal to include longevity as base pay makes 
that fringe benefit a "roL1-up" amount. 

C. Discussion. Both Parties agree that there should be 
some form of Longevity. However, they disagree on its opera- 
tional aspects. Both offers have non-typical aspects. The 
County wants the person to be in the same classification for 
the Last twelve months and the Union wants longevity added to 
the base rate. Therefore, under the Union's offer, longevity 
pay would be subject to future increases. Both non-typical 
aspects are defects but the Union's is more serious. Longevity 
in the comparables is a bonus -- not a base wage additive. On 
the other hand, while the requirement to be in the same pay 
cLassification for tweLve months is unusual, it is not wholly 
unreasonabLe. After all, one of the purposes of longevity pay 
is to give long-time employees who are, as a result, often 
stuck at the top rate of their classification some increase in 
pay. Thus, had an employee moved recently up in classification 
there would be less need for longevity as they would have 
recently enjoyed a classification increase. Thus, the Employ- 
er's longevity proposal is preferred. 

35. Savings 

There is no dispute as to wording of the savings clause. 

36. Duration 

There is no dispute as to duration. 

37. Waiver Clauses 

a. The Union. The Union's proposal is silent on waiver. 
However, they argue that they, by their silence, are prepared 
to live within the confines of the Law. The County has made 
extensive proposaLs whose impact is untested and is certainLy 
ambiguous. They ask that if the language is a restatement of 
the Law, as the County will assert, why is it needed? Why 
clutter the contract with unnecessary and ambiguous language? 
In Section 1.04 and similarly in Section 1.05 what does 'I... 
present its views" mean? Is this intended to restrict the 
Union's right to negotiate over mandatory matters? The Count- 
y's proposals are unusuaL and are not representative of the 
comparables, which overwhelmingly support the Union's approach. 

b. The Employer. - The Employer proposes the following: 

"1.02 Each of the parties releases and relin- 
quishes to the other the right to request bargaining 
during the term of the Agreement regarding matters which 
the Agreement is intended to cover and matters which 
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might have been included in the Agreement, but were not. 
However, this provision does not apply to matters which 
were not contemplated by the parties during collective 
bargaining. 

"1.03 No right exists to enforce any provision of 
this Agreement as a breach of contract after it expires; 
no right to breach of contract action (or arbitration) 
shall be deemed a term of employment surviving expira- 
tion, unLess said breach occurs prior to the expiration 
of the contract. Furthermore, this provision shall not 
be operative if both parties, agree in writing to extend 
the contract past its expiration date. 

"1.04 The Labor Organization shall be informed in 
writing of any change affecting working conditions in 
order that the Labor Organization may present its views 
regarding any impact on working conditions of such change 
in policy to the County. 

"1.05 The County Board or its designee will meet 
with representatives of the Labor Organization to hear 
them express the Labor Organization's views regarding the 
impact of any change in policy affecting the wages, 
hours, or conditions of employment of the unit employ- 
ees." 

The County argues that without such a clause in the 
contract, the County would not have a contract vehicle to argue 
that the Union has ever waived anything during bargaining, even 
if they in fact did waive something. They also note that the 
Grant County Sheriff's Department contract contains a waiver 
provision which is identical in intent, and nearly identical in 
Language. Although they note the waiver clause which Grant 
County has bargained for in the Sheriff's Department and is 
offering in the Professional Union is much Less broad than the 
waiver clauses contained in the Lacrosse and Vernon County 
contracts. 

With respect to Section 1.03, they note that under the 
holding in Nolde Brothers, Inc. vs. Bakery Workers, 430 U.S. 
243 (19771, it might be posZ'Z5rethat a court would allow a 
party to attempt to enforce a contractual provision after the 
expiration of the contract. The County's provision specifical- 
ly forbids this. Both the first and current Grant County 
Sheriff's Department contracts contain an identical provision, 
as does the City of Lancaster 1984 contract. 

C. Discussion. The impact of the differences here are 
not viewed as critical in the acceptance or rejection of either 
offer. 

III. General Contentions and Consideration of the Offers as a 
Whole 

- -- -- 

a. The Union. 
County's proposal is a 

In generaL, the Union argues that the 
"formula for punishment", which is also 

"replete with ambiguity." In addition, they believe the Count- 
y's offer would result in countless reductions in the current 
LeveLs of compensation and rights, whereas the Union has pro- 
posed an agreement which attempts to codify many of the exist- 
ing practices and procedures, and which addresses very real 
deficiencies in the level. of wages and certain benefits pro- 
vided the employees. Additionally, they maintain the County's 
offer wilL promote discord and Litigation and substantially 
reduce the current Level of benefits or rights currently en- 
joyed by the unit. 
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‘l’he Uni011 il Iso otters g:cnwrcl L argumc!~~L col>c:crnillg Lhc 
County's economic contentions. Ccncrally, they believe that 
the County has failed to demonstrate that they are any differ- 
ent than the neighbdring counties. For instance, with respect 
to tax delinquencies there is no demonstration that Grant 
County's tax delinquency rate, even though increasing, is any 
greater than other counties. Generally, where 67 of the 72 
counties had higher delinquent taxes in 1984 than 1983. More- 
over, the Union notes that the County failed to establish any 
significant relationship between the delinquent taxes and the 
state of the County's budget. They make similar statements 
regarding the County's other economic argument. In fact, the 
Union suggests that the economic data shows Grant County to be 
in good shape when compared to its neighbors. Of the taxes 
collected in 1984, Grant ranks third highest among the compar- 
ables. This is true despite of the fact that its taxing effort 
is comparatively low. Among the comparables, only three count- 
ies have a Lower tax rate than Grant. Finally, the County's 
budget surplus has been increasing; it was increased by nearly 
one-half m illion dollars between 1983 and 1984. 

W ith respect to the County's "first contract theory", 
they offer the following. They believe this theory is a very 
wrong analysis of the realities of collective bargaining, espe- 
ciaLly coLlective bargaining under the Municipal Employment 
Relations Act. The County would have the Arbitrator adopt the 
notion that the Union has to earn its way into a contract; that 
the workers must earn their way into job rights. This notion 
is without arbitral support (they did not offer any) and right- 
Ly so. For instance, they ask rhetorically, among other ques- 
tions: How many employees have to be disciplined or discharged 
unfairly before they can negotiate a reasonable standard? In- 
stead, the Union maintains that a first time contract is the 
most important document to be negotiated. It establishes the 
lramework for the relationship that is rarely overhauled. To 
be sure, with each contract, both sides will attempt to fine 
tune the document to its advantage -- even mutual advantage, 
but major changes in the broad scope of issues does not occur. 

b. The Employer. The Employer argues, in general, re- 
garding language issues that neither the major language provi- 
sions, nor the myriad m inor language provisions of the first 
time agreement should be written by arbitration. It is their 
belief that they have offered the basics of seniority, restric- 
tion on discipline, arbitration, and many less major language 
restrictions, and thus, if the County's offer is awarded, the 
Union will have its basics. On the other hand, the Union's 
language proposals are more restrictive than those negotiated 
by the other unions in Grant County such as the Teamsters 
negotiated contracts with the Sheriff's Department, Loudspeaker 
Component Corporation, and the Unified Board. 

W ith respect to economics, the County has attempted to 
preserve the 1984 wage freeze, which was in place before the 
Union arrived on the scene. The County has, however, offered 
an average actual increase over the two years which exceeds the 
internal comparables, and the Union's external comparables, on 
a percentage bases. For instance, if the County's offer is 
awarded, Grant County's Social. Workers will be paid about the 
same as Iowa County's Social Workers, and O.lO$ less than 
SociaL Workers for the Unified Board of Grant and Iowa Count- 
ies. They will continue to be paid less than Social Workers in 
other counties, but the differential is not increasing. Even 
so, the County's offer manages these things even though the 
record establishes that Grant County is in worse shape econom- 
ically than the counties proposed as comparable by the Union. 
On the other hand, if the Union's offer is awarded, the Union 
will have doubled the percentage increases they negotiated in 
the comparables they offered, as well as increasing their 
boilerplate over all of those contracts. 
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Last, the County argues that if the Union's offer is 
awarded, they will have established that Mediation/Arbitration 
can destroy any effort by a county board to control costs 
because of local conditions, even in a case like this where the 
wage freeze pre-dated the Union. 

c. Discussion. Much of the Employer's proposal rests on 
the argument that (1) Grant County is, economically speaking, 
substantially different than other counties, and (21 the propo- 
sition that first time contracts should be limited in scope. 
For these reasons, they believe the Union's offer to be exces- 
sive and their offer to be more appropriate. 

Even if the Arbitrator accepts that Grant County is 
different than other counties in Southwestern Wisconsin, and 
that first time contracts should be more modest than estab- 
lished contracts, it is the opinion of the Arbitrator that the 
County's offer as a whole is more unreasonable than the Un- 
ion's offer. 

If local conditions in Grant County are different than 
other counties, and if the Union's offer overshoots the mark on 
economic issues, the County's offer falls shorter by a greater 
degree. Examples of this are the Employer's wage proposal and 
health insurance proposal. These are two very significant 
economic issues and the Employer is simply so far off the mark, 
that the Union's offer must be considered the more reasonable. 
The preference for the Union's offer on these two major issues 
weighs heavily against the Employer's offer and tends to out- 
weigh the Arbitrator's preference for the County's offer on 
less significant fringe benefit provisions such as callouts, 
camp time, discretionary days, funeral pay, military leave, 
retirement/sick leave and longevity. This is especially true 
since the Union's offer is preferred on the issues of vaca- 
tions, holidays and jury duty. 

On the significant non-pecuniary items the Union's offer 
is preferred on virtually every issue. The Employer, in es- 
sence, is arguing that on the whole, the Union's "boilerplate" 
language is a matter of overreaching and because a first time 
contract should be more modest. They argue their proposal 
gives the Union the basics. 

The Arbitrator must disagree. First, a strong argument 
can be made that the Union is not overreaching; that their 
proposal on the significant non-pecuniary matters (fair share, 
grievance procedure, job posting and layoffs) has more footing 
in the cornparables. Second, even if the comparables are, for 
some reason, to be discounted because the contracts there are 
the result of several bargains, and thus, the Union here is 
overreaching, the County's proposal is still less reasonable. 
In contrast, the County's proposal. does not provide an ade- 
quately balanced framework or foundation for the competitive 
interest of the Parties. If the Union puts too much "fat on 
the bones", the Employer's offer does not offer an adequate 
"skeleton". The latter is, in the Arbitrator's opinion, rela- 
tively speaking, a more serious probLem. 

Labor contracts in generaL seek to address the need for 
job security in promotions and Layoffs, union security, ade- 
quate grievance procedure and Management flexibility. Even if 
first time contracts should be more modest in securing the 
Union's interest in such issues, the County's proposal is more 
inadequate than the Union's proposal is immodest. The County's 
proposal, in several important respects, is not merely modest 
-- it is atypical and abnormal in its method to address these 
very significant issues. Examples here include the Employer's 
unusual grievance procedure and disciplinary process. In addi- 
tion, the Employer's offer provides for l.ittLe or no balancing 
of interests in job posting or promotion, and little in respect 
to job security in layoffs. 
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In summary, since the Employer’s offer is Less reasonable 
than the Union's, relative to all of the most significant 
economic and non-economic issues, and while this outweIghs the 
ncgiitivc prelcrcncc Ior the Union’s olfer on issues of more 
moderate significance, the Union's final offer will be adopted. 

AWAKD 

The Union's Final Offer will be adopted as the January 
1, 1984 to December 31, 1985 contract between the Parties. 

a@+ 
Gil Vernon, Me iator/Arbitrator 

Dated this % day of April, 1986, at Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 
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Background 

On January 10, 1984, the parties exchanged their initial 
proposals on matters to be included in an initial collective 
bargaining agreement. Thereafter, the parties met on three occa- 
sions in efforts to reach an accord on a new collective bargain- 
ing agreement. On April 9, 1984, the Union filed the instant 
petition requesting that the Commission initiate Mediation/Arbi- 
tration pursuant to Section 111.70(4)(cm)6 of the Municipal Em- 
ploymen': Relations Act. On June 5, June 30 and September 10, 
1984, a member of the Commission's staff conducted an investiga- 
tion, which reflected that the parties were deadlocked in their 
negotiations. By March 7, 1985, the parties submitted to the 
Investigator their final offers, and thereupon the Investigator 
notified the parties that the investigation was closed. The 
1nvesti;gator has advised the Commission that the parties remain 
at impasse. 

'The parties were ordered to select a Mediator/Arbitrator 
and the undersigned was selected. The Commission appointed the 
undersi,gned March 28, 1985. On April 11, the parties agreed on 
July 9, 1985 for Mediation. On April 29, 1985, they also agreed 
that if Arbitration was necessary, it would be conducted on 
August 9, 1985. 

'The parties met on July 9? 1985, and no issues were re- 
solved. One of the outstanding issues was the Union's proposal 
for a f,air share agreement. It read: 

"4.01 The Union, as the exclusive representative of all 
'of the employees in the bargaining unit, shall represent 
all such employees, both Union and non-union, fairly and 
equally, and all employees in the bargaining unit shall be 
required to pay their proportionate share of the costs of 
such representation as set forth in this article. 

"4.02 No employee shall be required to join the union, 
but membership in the Union shall be available to all 
employees who apply consistent with the Constitution and 
By-Laws of the Union. No employee shall be denied Union 
membership.on the basis of age, sex, race, religion, 
handicap, national origin, marital status, or sexual 
orientation. 



"4.03 The Employer shall deduct each month an amount, 
certified by the Union, as the uniform dues required of 
all Union members or a fair share service fee as esta- 
blished and certified by the Union, consistent with Sec- 
tion 111.70 of the Wisconsin Statutes. With respect to 
newly hired employees, such deductions shall commence on 
the month following the completion of the probationary 
period. 

"4.04 The aggregate amount so deducted, along with an 
itemized list of the employees from whom such deductions 
were made, shall be forwarded to the Union within the 
month in which such deductions were made. Any changes in 
the amount to be deducted shall be certified to the 
Employer by the Union at least thirty (30) days prior to 
the effective date of such change. The Employer shall 
not be required to submit any amount to the Union under 
the provisions of this Agreement on behalf of employees 
otherwise covered who are on layoff, leave of absence, or 
other status in which they receive no pay for the pay 
period normally used by the Employer to made such 
deductions. 

"4.05 The provisions of 4.01, 4.02, 4.03, and 4.04 shall 
become effective the month, following certification by the 
Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission (WERC) that a 
majority of employees eligible to vote have voted affirma- 
tively in support of the fair share agreement. 

"4.06 During periods when the fair share agreement is not 
certified pursuant to Section 4.05, or should the fair 
share agreement become null and void for any reason, the 
Employer agrees to deduct Union dues each month from those 
employees who individually authorized in writing that such 
deductions be made. The amounts to be deducted shall be 
certified to the Employer by the Union and the aggregate 
deductions from all employees shall be forwarded to the 
Union along with an itemized statement of the employees 
from whom such deductions were made. Any changes in the 
amount to be deducted shall be certified to the Employer 
by the Union at least thirty (30) days prior to the ef- 
fective date of such change. 

"4.07 The Union shall indemnify and save the Employer 
harmless against any and all claims, demands, suits and 
other forms of liability which may arise out of any action 
taken by the Employer under this article for the purpose 
of complying with the provisions of this article." 

On August 2, 1985, the Arbitrator received a subpoena 
duces tecum (attached as Appendix A), from the Employer. They 
requested it be served on Robert Lyons, Executive Director of 
Council 40, AFSCME. The subpoena demanded that he appear, and 
bring with him, certain documents to the Arbitration hearing 
scheduled for August 9, 1985. The subpoena related to the issue 
of fair share, which was one of the issues at dispute in the 
proceeding before the Arbitrator. More specifically, the docu- 
ments requested relate to any procedure for determining the 
proper amount of a fair share payment and a proper procedure for 
collecting a fair share payment from dissenting non-members. 

The subpoena was signed and returned to the Employer on 
August 5, and served on August 6. On August 7, the matter was 
orally argued in a conference telephone call between the Arbitra- 
tor and the parties' attorneys. The parties, absent the Arbitra- 
tor, at his request, continued to discuss the matter. An under- 
standing was reached thereafter, and the parties advised the 
Arbitrator of the arrangements in separate phone conversations on 
Thursday, August 8, 1985. 
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The arrangement was to conduct the Arbitration hearing, as 
originally scheduled on August 9, 1985. It was agreed either 
party was free to present testimony on fair share -- subject to 
objection. The Union was free to file a motion to quash the 
subpoena and both parties were extended the right to file briefs 
and reply briefs in support or opposition of the motion. The 
principal briefs were due August 16, and reply briefs were due 
August 23, 1985. It was further agreed that at the conclusion of 
the hearing on August 9, 1985, the record would be closed, except 
for that evidence under subpoena that may be compelled by the 
Arbitrator. In that event, the hearing will be reopened for that 
purpose only. 

The Union filed their motion to quash with the Arbitrator 
on August 9, 1985. It is attached as Appendix B. 

Discussion 

Initially, in oral argument, the Employer indicated that 
the purpose of the subpoena was to challenge the constitutionali- 
ty of the Union's fair share provision. In the brief, their 
position, as the Arbitrator originally understood it, has 
changed, to a certain degree. They now take the position that 
they are not "arguing the issue of whether the concept of fair 
share is constitutional". Instead, they now state that the 
purpose of the subpoena is to show that the Union's fair share 
procedure, if enacted, may require the County to collect and pay 
over amounts which are not lawfully collectible under a fair 
share agreement. Thus, their argument implies that the material 
they seek is relevant, because the Arbitrator is required under 
Statute 111.70(4)(cml(7)(a), (cl and (h), Wisconsin Statutes, to 
give weight to the lawful authority of the municipal employer, in 
addition to the interest and welfare of the public, and any other 
factors which are normally taken into consideration in the deter- 
mination of employment terms through collective bargaining in 
public or private employment. 

The Employer develops their argument further. It is the 
County's contention that AFSCME currently does not have a consti- 
tutionally valid fair share procedure. Accordingly, they explain 
the purpose of the subpoena is to gather the necessary evidence 
to show that if AFSCME's fair share procedure were enacted pur- 
suant to Sections 4.03 through 4.05 of its final offer, it would 
require the Employer to take actions which are outside the scope 
of its lawful authority. Specifically, it would cause them to 
engage in "unconstitutional conduct", and actions which are 
therefore against the public interest. 

This concern is based in laree Dart on the Emolover's Y I 
reading of the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals decision, in 

Local 1, 743 F.2d 1187, 117 LRRM 2314 
eranm6-L. Ed. 2d 716 (1985). They 

believe the court held Ehat (1) a public employer, acting as-an 
agent of the Union, was liable under Statute 1983 for the employ- 
ees ' claims of constitutional violations; (2) a public employer 
had several duties to its employees arising under the first and 
fourteenth amendments of the constitution; (3) the first amend- 
ment created a duty for the Employer to establish workable proce- 
dures to ensure that dissenting employees' fair share payments 
were not used to support political objectives not germane to the 
collective bargaining process; (4) the court held that the Em- 
ployer had a duty under the fourteenth amendment to provide 
sufficient due process to prevent the employees from being de- 
prived of any rights within the meaning of the fourteenth amend- 
ment. 
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At the heart of the Employer's case is that they may 
accrue liability if they are contractually required to deduct 
fair share amounts, as determined by an internal Union procedure, 
which ultimately may be determined to be unconstitutional. Thus, 
the liability would supposedly accrue by virtue of committing an 
unconstitutional act -- one beyond their lawful authority. 

It is the Arbitrator's finding that whether the Employer 
might be required to commit an unconstitutional act by collecting 
fair share dues is irrelevant in this proceeding. First, the 
Arbitrator is not sure that this is the type of situation the 
Statute contemplated when it set forth that Arbitrators should 
consider as a factor "the lawful authority of the municipal 
employer". Second, the Employer's concern as to its liability, 
even if this matter relates in some way to their lawful authori- 
ty, is ultimately moot as a contractual matter in view of Section 
4.07 of the Union's proposal. Under this, the Employer is indem- 
nified, and therefore, generally speaking, the Employer will be 
at no financial risk due to fair share if the Arbitrator were to 
award it and if the referendum passed. More specifically, they 
are not going to run the risk, under the indemnification clause 
of reimbursement by use of public funds should overpayments be 
found and reimbursement ordered. Accordingly, for these two 
reasons, the material that the Employer seeks is immaterial. 

There is another reason the Employer's subpoena is irrele- 
vant. This is because in essence the Employer is asking the 
Arbitrator to rule on the constitutionality of the Union's fair 
share procedure. Even though the Employer, in their brief, states 
this argument relates to the statutory criteria it still rests on 
a constitutional determination. The Mediation/Arbitration pro- 
cess is not the appropriate forum to determine these broad is- 
sues. Moreover, the constitutionality of fair share is a matter 
to be raised between employees and labor unions in the courts, or 
at the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission. 

Ruling 

The Union's motion to quash the subject subpoena is 
granted. 

Mediator/Arbitrator 

Dated this day of September, 1985, at Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 
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STATE OF W ISCONSIN ';ili; !. I'%5 
BEFORE THE ARBITRATOR GIL VERNON 

p. c. c. M . ii* 
State of W isconsin, to: M r AF,c~~"'~~,~~~~~~~~~~O~i~ector 

5 Odan: Court, 
Madison, W I 53719 

You are hereby required to appear in person before 
Arbitrator G il Vernon, at the Grant County Courthouse, in 
Lancaster, W isconsin, at 1O:OO a.m. on August 9, 1985, to give 
evidence in the matter of an interest arbitration between Grant 
County and AFSMCE, W isconsin Council 40, concerning the Grant 
County Professional Unit, then and there to be heard, on the part 
of Grant County. You are further required to bring with you t!le 
following papers and documents: 

1. Any documents containing the names of Grant County 
Professional Unit employees who are members of AFSCME, W isconsin 
Council 40, or any affiliated labor organizations. 

2. ~11 records of every expenditure or transfer of funds 
of any type by AFSCME, W isconsin Council 40 since November 29, 
1983. 

3. All records or documents showing the amounts of funds 
transferred by W isconsin Council 40 to AFSCME or any other labor 
organization and any documents which show what those funds have 
been used for. 

4. Any documents relating to procedures for establishing 
the proper amount for fair share payments by nonmembers, 
including any documents relating to calculating amounts or 
percentages spent for activities for which amounts are not 
properly collectible under a fair share agreement. 

5. Any documents relating to procedures for nonmember 
employees to challenge the fair share amounts and receive refunds 
and/or reductions of the fair share amount. 

6. tiny documents relating to procedures for employer 
involvement in determining the proper amount for fair share 
payments. 

G iven under my hand this 
'! 

day of 

G il Vernon, Arbitrator 



APPENDIX B 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 
BEFORE THE ARBITRATOR GIL VERNON 

GRANT COUNTY and AFSCME, 
WISCONSIN COUNCIL 40, 

Interest Arbitration 

MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA 

NOW COMES AFSCME, Wisconsin Council 40, in the above entitled 

matter and moves the Arbitrator to quash the subpoena given under 

the Arbitrator's hand on the 5th day of August, 1985, to Mr. Robert 

Lyons, Executive Director, AFSCME, Wisconsin Council 40, directing 

his appearance at 10:00 A.M. on August 9, 1985, to give evidence in 

the above arbitration and to bring with him certain papers and docu- 

ments, and in support thereof shows unto the Arbitrator as follows: 

1. The subpoena is directed to evidence regarding a challenqe 

to the permissibility of a fair share agreement, a challenge that has 

been waived by the County: 

a. AFSCME, Wisconsin Council 40's (hereinafter Council 
40), proposal for a fair share agreement has been 
before the parties since the middle of 1984, and 
such proposal together with all other issues were 
the subject of a declaratory ruling procedure as 
early as August and the fall of 1984. The County 
in such procedure raised no issue concerning the 
legality of a fair share agreement. 

b. Despite the fact that the parties already have been 
through the declaratory ruling procedure (in which 
this issue should have been raised, if raised at all, 
nearly a year ago) and despite the fact that the 
hearing scheduled for August 9, 1985, has been 
scheduled since the 29th day of April, 1985, the 
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County waited until late afternoon of August 6, 1985 
to issue its subpoena and such subpoena was not 
received by the Director of Council 40, to whom it 
was directed, until August 7, 1985, just two days 
prior to the hearing. See, Sec. 111.70(4)(b), (cm) 
6.a.,g.. 

2. The Arbitrator 

tionality or other lega 1 

a. The legali t 

is without jurisdiction to decide the constitu- 

ity of the fair share proposal: 

y of fair share agreements has been sus- ^ ^ _.. 
tained for many years by tne supreme Court ot tne 
United States and of this State and by the Wisconsin 
Employment Relations Commission. see. for examole. 
Abood- v. Detroit Board of Education (1977), 43i U:S. 
209; Browne v. Milwaukee Board of School Directors 
(WERC~, Case xcIx, No. 2353, MP-892 and Johnson v. 
County of Milwaukee, Case No. 169, No. 29581, MP-1322 
and cases cited and discussed therein. 

b. The question of the proper administration of a fair 
share agreement does not arise, if at all, until 
a'fter a contractual obligation is established in a 
collective bargaining agreement between an employer 
and a union containing such fair share provisions. 
Even if it was not premature, the Arbitrator in this 
proceeding is without jurisdiction to decide any such 
legal question. 

3. The Arbitrator is w 

challenge to the proposed fa 

'ithout jurisdiction to entertain any legal 

ir share referendum or fair share proposal 

(Article IV, FINAL OFFER, Council 40, February 6, 1985): 

a. 

b. 

There is no party to this proceeding and indeed no 
person at all who has any standing to raise such a 
challenge in this proceeding, since a "fair share" 
agreement is not in effect and there exist no 
objecting payors. See, for example, Abood, supra. 

There exists no "case or controversy" under which 
this Arbitrator has jurisdiction to decide any 
legal challenges to the fair share proposal or 
request for a referendum. 

C. The testimony of Council 40 Director, Robert Lyons, 
and the documents which are the subject of the 
subpoena which is the subject of this Motion, 
relate to evidence which has no relevance and no 
materiality to this proceedina and there are no 
issues in this proceeding concerning which any 
such evidence would be admissible material or 
relevant. 
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4. The subpoena in its entirety should be suppressed in the 

interest of justice to protect Council 40 and its Director from 

unwarranted annoyance, oppression and undue burden and expense, for 

all pf the reasons cited above and for the further reasons that it 

is an attempt to inquire into matters beyond the scope of this 

proceeding. It is an unreasonable and unwarranted last minute effort 

to inquire into matters which, even if properly inquired into at all, 

must legally have been inquired into pursuant to procedure available 

to the County over a year ago, rather than two days prior to the day 

set for the final hearing in this matter. 

WHEREFORE, Council 40, in its behalf and in behalf of its 

Executive Director, Robert Lyons, prays the Order of this Arbitrator 

quashing the subpoena in its entirety. 

Dated at Madison, Wisconsin, this 8th day of August, 1085. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

LAWTON & CATES 

Attorney For AFSCME, 
Wijconsin Council 40 and 
Ex cutive Director Robert Lyons 
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